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No Escape fromn

Housing
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eassle

FACING EVICTION: Sondra Leiberman (at left) may be forced to move from the house (at right) where she lives if legal
*«
»/
action taken against her and her housernates is successful.

Offai
Cmus...
OUCH:Patriot tight end Mark Raisch lies unprotected on the ground as a defender and the elusive ball fly by. However,
Raisch was interfered with on the play, and the pass interference call set up an eventual touchdown pass to Solomon
Henley. One can only wonder, though, how Raisch felt a second after the picture was shot.

By GEAL REIS
The Stony Brook football club
was defeated by New York Tech,
38-27, in a hard fougt contest
Iat home on Saturday. Brian
Pat
as
returned
Flynn
quarterback, although he was not
fully recovered from his knee
injury., In addition'. lineman
Doug Dennison played with an
injury.
The Patriots really came out
fired-up. for the game. On the
openinl kickoff, the Tech return
Man fumbled and Brian Seman,
who played well on defense~,
%lk

-----------

recovered the ball on the Tech
29 yard line. Eight plays later,
halfback Marv Bentley vaulted
over from the two for the initial
score. Joe Broadus booted the
extra point, and the Pats led 7-0.
Tech was unable to move on
its first series of- downs, and
punted. However, pinned deep in
its own territory, Stony Brook
fumbled and Tech recovered on
the five yard line. They cashed in
on the Pat miscue and knotted
the score with a five yard TD
pass and the extra point kick.
On the subsequent kickoff,

--------

^

_

the
dazzled
Henley
homecoming crowd by racing 78
yards into the end zone. The
kick failed and the score was
13-7 at the end of the first
quarter.
Tech completely dominated
.the second quarter, as Stony
'Brook ran only four offensive
plays in the entire period. Tech
tied the score as the quarterback
capped an 80 yard march with a
one yard plunge. Semndenied
Tech the lead by blocking the
extra point attempt.
(Continued on page 16),
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A Strathmore homeowner
wishes to evict "unrelated
people living together" who
therefore

violate-zoning laws.

In CampusOO
single occupants may have to
pay double the normal room fee,
or maybe not... it, hasn't been decided.

Both Stories are on Page 3
ow.
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NewQ^s Briefs'1
International

L-

Ar

An Israeli Military Court of Appeals has upheld the non-parole life
for their part in a guerrilla
d on the two Arab
sentence im
hijaing attempt at Lod Airport five months ago. Court Pidet
Women's Army Corp.,
r of the lli
Devorah Tomer, Cma
told the gIIs, 'This is the pmuishment you deserve."
of the Soviet Communist Party, Leonid
The General
Brezhnev, has criticized the United States for placg wat he terms
"obstacles" in the way of a Vietnam aeement. Brezhnev said in
Moscow yesterday that thepeople of the entire worid demand that
the obstacles be overcome. It is the most critical high-ranking Soviet
announced last month.
reaction since the Vietnam bwas

National

Three armed men entered the Xavier UniversityStudent Union
late Wednesday, robbed thirty stdents, and shot one to death with
a rifle.
Thomas Jekins, 18, a freshman political science major, was
the robbers oer to
oey
killed after he and the other students
He on the floor of the recreation room where the incident ourred.
Problems appuently have developed in getting a Vietnam peace
sident Nixon is
agreement as soon as the White House expocted.
Geneal
at Camp David ready to receive a report fom em
Alexander Haig on South Vietnam's refusal to accept without
the peace accord wored out be Washington and
iange
substantial c
Hanoi. Haig onferred with South Vietnamese President Thieu in
Sadgon this weekend
Before Haig and Henry Kiger flew to Camp Daid, White
s
aler
id 'uther cos
House News Secretary Ronald Ze
may be required with both Hanoi and Saigon following an expeted
nger and the Hanoi diplomats.
so-called final meding between
Eaier, it was believed only one more negotiating session was
needed.
ed to
are re
on
between W
The dieren
center on how a cee-fire will be supervised, the withdrawal of
North Vietnamese troops, and any political agreement that smacks
of a coalition with the Communists.
General Motors announced its first recall of the ;urrent model
year. GM wants to correct stee defects on more than 155,000
cars, all inteumdiate modds like Chevrolet, Cheveles and Buick
Centurys. The Company says the defect, if not corrected, could
eventually result in a loss of steedng control in the right front wheel.

proposal by saying that '"we
always welcome competition."
He said that the company "will
not take a stand" at the public
heainw on Thursday as it would
sound like "sour grapes." The
added that '4the
spom
people who should take a stand
are th residents of the arm."
A spokesman for one of the
sores at the Smith Haven Mall,
RNH. Macy and Co., sid that the
op g
company views e
healthy
as "good
centers
competition."' He added that the
proposed mail might attract
more shoppers to the am,,and

and JONATHLA

D. SALANT

Plans for a now Smith Haven
Mall have been drawn up and
win be pened to the
Smithtown Town Board on.'
Thursday, November 16. If the
Town Board appoves the
request to rezone a 95 acre site
Route 347 fnom the
present Man from residential to
the
e,
sppig enter b
two malls would onstitute one
sLopping
bgest
the
of
complexes on Long Island
J. MUfted Hull, the attrney
Property
Smithway
for
Vhmont,
Corporation, the
New York IrMm that plas to
develop the new maIl, said that
ter would
the ew shoppin
home '4about four deptment
-"umerous
stoes as wel as
other es. lThe maIl itself
would only take up around 10
ae; the proposa also included
and
paking for 4400 ca
ndscaping. Final p1ans are still
no
and
d,
being
department stores have so It
to locate a
mad Committo
lranch at the new hoppng

A spoesan foe the owner of
At e
the Smth Hape Mis
Development
and
Realty

NEIGHBORS: The Smith Haven Mall may have competition - a

Corporation, reted to the new

shopping center.
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om

prevented

issing

the

permnits.

has
order
Court
.The
successfully delayed the issuance
of the permit. '"We will not be
issuing the permits now, not at
least until November 16," said
Malkmes.

BERRY OAtKLEY
o

(1948-X972)

Tragedy has once awin hit the
rock music world, with the
unfortuate death of Berry
Oakley, the bass player of the
Allman Broths BandL LiAe
Duane Allman who died lost
year, Oakey was killed as a
result of a mot
e a
t.
His accident occurred inMacon,
Gegap, just a few blocks away
rom the spot where Allma
killed.
Crine Round-up

e
"se P-

5

S

Oakley did not appear to be
seriousy injured when the
t
red
adent Sot o
Howeer, a few hous
Sady.
later he wna rohed to a hospital
In Macon, where he was la
cl
it doW.
pronou
eaue of hN death has not yet
.
been made
The ftore of the Allma
Brer Bandnremai
doubt.
STAESN studbht npp
of
SY N t Stony Brook, IS pblised
asr
and Frkltys Twng
ywr and once drgtr

rpored,
- ^^.L^^nAssockation
S^^n^W~d-- t^^^
Maiian;
non-prom .o rgIzatlon.
Obstacles Face Stony Brook's
sumamT

-by St-ofna
"Mster
anine
AE
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But. Malkmes was served with an
by State
n tion sgd
Supreme Court Justice Charles
the
R. Them. The order req
Town of Brookhaven to appear
in Sate Supreme Court in
Rivedhead on Thursday to show
cause why it should not be

Film as
as ArtTuetoys
Adww«»ancadlemic
^^^.~~~~~~~l
pope
qe
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Port Jefferson Gets Injunction ;
Blocks Construction of Pipeline

rff-

Predent Nixon says he will not make any play sP.et'ons to
Miam CoaGh Don Shula ff his team reacfes the Super Bowl this
year.

uilicese conston."

ni
The Suffo Couty
by la;
s
Commiso 1equed
to review the deueloper8
application. The dThector of the.
comissn, Lee Koppelman,
could not comment on the
application.

Competition WeWcomed

Higwy
Brookhaen
to
Sprintende Harold Ma

last month by the
Jose Pagen, a veteran infIelder who was elad
PttburhPiates, has been dsed by the Phiadelphia PbDL.

therefore to Smith Haven and
Macyis.
Seen
Traffic
According to Arlen Realty's
spokesman, a trac problem
may reult from the increase In
that
added
He
traffic.
y (Route
"Neiuset Hug
347) is loaded""d anther mall

'What we are trying to do,,"
create one of the
said Hul,,
centers on Long
bargest shoppI
sland" The new man would
have no CO O with te
presnt Smith Haven Mal.

*Northvle yeeda,

In the wake of a 2-7 season and tm the heds of a 52:0 km to the
d as coac of the New
r has
Miami Dolphin, John
Enland Patriots.
Director fo the San
n
The Patriots namePil Be_ peon,
head coach of thle
as
Ingsto
uagi, as interim coach. V
Diego
b 1970.
GreenBay ceB from 1968 t

o

I

oentexr.

State

Sports

i

Across From Smith Haven Mall

The vlge of Port Jefferson
y injuncon
obtained a te
yesteardapreventng the Town
of Broov
from is
Govemor Rockefeller bWIn a round of so-called "town meting" permits to - allow Northville
yesterday in a trip designed to bring out public sentiment on major Indusries to lay part of its 28
mile oil pipeline through the
issues.
townhip.
topics
of
rang
a
wide
on
questions
ansd
Governor
The
Last month, the Brookhaven
before some 300 pesons at a Syracuse motel, and a crowd of 200 at
Town Board aeed to leti
a restaut in the Elnira area.
Topics ranged form Parochial school aid and abortion to flood Northvile run its ppene from
in
eial
the company's
control.
Despite specation by some that the trip was a campign kick-off Holtsvilae to the north service
for a possible re-dection bid in 1974, Rockefeller intedit was road of the Long Island
am or next year.
p
Exmmessway, amross town 1and
necessary to prepare his letive
At the Expssway, the pipeline
aitesses d busboys are now striking fifteen leading would connect with a portion of
Waiters, w
under
already
line
Manatta . A Union official says agreement has been the
retauts
reached with a number of eating places which were struck last week,
to a
on, leading
in
ta
galon
and others have been added to the list of walkout targets.
500,000
says it is demlanding wage and Ptin-view.
U
t Wo
au
The
for the
fringe benefits increases tlling $7.25. A spoto
Permits were to; be g
Restaurnt lague of New York says the dem are doser to S10
a week.

r

New Shopping Center Proposed
By, MICHAEL GREENFILD

'The American Government has agreed to help Turkish farmers
find profitable crops to plant in their opium poppy fields. The
agriculture department says its experts are considering substituting
wheat, oilseed or livestock for the profitable drgnpoducing flower.
ement, the U.S. and Turkey have been
Under a year-d
cooperating to cut down on the opium crop, which ultimately sends
heroin to the U.S.

To
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S
r
mis -'at t
red as second clan
Stony Brook N.Y.
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Singles May Not Be Moved or Charged

PRESIDENT OF FINANCE AND
VICE
JOSEPH HAMEL,
. MANAGEMENT said that the consolidation was originally ordered
- to save money on "heat, electricity, cleaning bathrooms, and wear
and tear, and painting."

Non-Student Charged
With Suite Robberies
Campus police believe a
recent rash of in-suite burglaries
may have been solved with the'
arrest Saturday morning of a
20-year old non-student, and the
discovery of items allegedly
stolen from nine students in his
possession.
is
Wilbut
arrest
Under
McLauren of Huntington, who
police identify as a non-student,
and say has a record of at least
four- previous arrests on campus
put 18 months.
the
in
with
McLauren has been cad
two counts of burglary in the
felony.
Ie, a
de
second
Inforation.which may lead to
his indcment.. on additioal
bmittedbye
chaMe wil be s
Disuict
County
-Su-fto
Attorney to a grand Juy.
Police give this count of
McLauren's arrest:
At 8:40 am Satdy, a
female student living in Whitman
College called Security to report
that she had seen someone,
suspicious leave a suite in that
a
with
Armed
building.
description of the man, Charles
and
Cali, a Security specia
Davis
Frank
Patrolman
tenl
McLauren
apprehended
minutes later, walling down the.
hill by the Library, heading

Students who now have a
kngle room and who are paying
the regular housing fee may soon
ha"e the option of retaini
their room and not paying the.
ate charged singles, provided
they do not refuse to accept a
roommate assigned them by the
University, if a roommate can be
found.
This decision was reached as a
result of a study conducted by'
director
of
Roger
Phelps,
university housing, and Josephl
Hamel, vice president for finance'
and management, at the request
of Daniel Weingast, Polity vice
president. Weingst called fora,
reconsderation of the present
to those
options available
have
who now
students
unrequested singles, because he
felt that the consolidation
previously ordered by the SUNY
Dormitory Authority will not
the,
lower
a ppreciably
maintenance cost of the dorm
as it is supposed to and is "Just
hasseing the students."
The previous options available
to a student with such asingle,
were:

toward the Union.
McLauren's possesion
In
were five watches, $130 in cash,
and a number of credit cards..
Nine students in Whitman and
Gershwin Colleges identifiedl
these items as having been stolen
the previous night from their
suites. Doors in all the suites
where items were missing had
been left unlocked.
McLauren was reportedly
armed with a knite.
Aeding to campus polioe
records, McIauren had beer
By BONNDE MIE
aurLescd nM May, 1971 foi
After a letter to Polit)
possession of drugs; in March,
Al Pallick
JudiciaryChairman
1972 on a traffic violation; and
Officer Steven S,
agin in Apdl and May of this (Eom Judiial
exam ownr
_
o
..Kl,..ftst for _ault, then for.
oe of stoken properb
bylaws by the Stony Brook
pts or
Poiew have recei
Council.
burgries on
other dmilar
Gne Mot Approve
campus for the past two weeks,
ation is underway
and an in
Acing to Kowalik, the
cauren
n
to determine if Mc
Judiciary by4aws must be
also be chaed in connection
"approved" by the Stony Brook
with those thefts.
Council, eight men appointed by
Security Director Joseph P. the Governor to locally supervise
Kimble, in a letter to Statesman
all of the opeations and affairE
which appears in this issue, notes
of the State University of New
the recent string of bglaries,
York at Stony Brook as
and "suggests that everyone
specified n the Stony Brook
adopt the habit of days "Rules of Conduct". He has
their doors when they
ing
since been unable to clarify what
lack of this approval would
leave their respective rooms.'

1) to pay $162.50 and keep
their single the ret of the
semester, 2) to find a new
roommate within a week or 3) to
be willing to move if neither the
student nor the University finds
a new roommate. The directive
affects about 130 residents.
The proposed option would
free students from looking for a
new roommate and they would
if the
only
doubled
be
University assigned them a new
roommate.
Hamel said that the reason for
the consolidation in the first
place would be to save money
on "heat, electricity, cleaning
bathrooms, and wear, and tear
and painting."
Weingast contends that lat
year, when most of the singles
were in one wing each of Gray
and Irving Colleges, relocating
the students living in these areas
lowered
have
would
maintenance costs as entire
winp could have been dosed.
Weingast says that this year,
however, singles are scattered all
suer the University and forcing
students from these rooms,

not enable the
would s
University to dose down a wing
or building, which Is where he
the real saving in
says,
maintenanceis.
After he discovered that theset

singles were spread out all over
said f"we
Hamel
campus,
couldn't save much money by
moving students around."Hamel

added that '"wesre not too sure
about whates going to happen
next term. We're hoping we
charge the 1.5 rate for those
who are paying double next
term."
Phelps said that all quad
managers had been notified to
stop moving students around
until all aspects of the new
option are discussed and it is
considered by President Toll.
Weingast said that he expected'
the results of the discusion
sometime this week.
Toll, when questioned, about
the new options, however,said,
"I haven't spoken to Joe Hamel
yet. I'm sorry about the
inconvenience to move the
students, but housg must be
consolidated to save money."

Confusion Arises in Judiciary
Over Powers of SB Council
meaIn regadto the operation
of the Judiiary.
Mion stems
Part of the
of the
from a summer
Skty Brook
l9t
by;
Chaiman ennyKawp. Karpf
bmitted a set of by4aws to the
as
acted
and
Council,
ary.
representative of the J
The byeaws K&R s-xubmftted,
which were approved by the
Council, were not aped by
the Judiciart as a whole. These
byeaw included a clause gvifng
the Judiciawy jurisdiction over
judicial
school-wide
"all
problemsu as had been the rule
in the past, but Karpf and the
Cnil expectd cases preferred
to the University Committee as
authorzed by the Rules of

Public Order laed In the
Official Compfiation of Codes.
o the
a
fRules, and
1 c
State of New Yom.

what
ttw

1me

nature

_

a(

m

m

ter

Decisdon Today
ta
omnef
FWllck
to aIroNe ove
4sinee ts
ttke summe while, th udii
ws nobi In session, we win av
to apoeof
to decide
disapprove the new (KEpf
submitted) bylaws at our next
meeg," on Tuesday.
-ressed the desire
Kowalik
for additional meetings with
Fallick saying that he (Kowalik)
did not view the situation as "a
as
rather
but
criiss"
misudersanding which would
be resolved.

Students Living Off Camp-us May Be Evicte i
By MIKE DUNN
living
students
Unrelated
together in rented houses in the
town of Brookhaven may be
forced to move.
John Burke, President of the
Village
S trathmore
Homeuners' Association, said
that these students are not
obeying the rules of the town
and that the Association will
'stake action against anybody
who does not comply with the
rules of Brookhaven Town."
Thi action, which has not been
be,
not
will
t
decided,
implemented until a similar came
in Belle Terri is decided.
Thse rules, as stated by Mrs.
Stan Kaplan (whose husband
made the orgnal complaint to
the Town Board), provide that
Stiahmore VUia be zoned fox
houses.
only one and two t
unrelated
of
lot
a
get
you
acWhen
people'. living ogether," said
on
MU. KSon, wbo li

64you are brking
the zoning regulation."
She also objected to the
students residency because she
felt that they were brking the
health regulations and were
brnging down the propert
values of the neighborhood.
KapLan's neighbor, who did
not identify herself, added that
it took over a year for somebody
on the block to sell his house
buyers
pspective
because
they
when
away
turned
discovered that they would be
living on the same block as
unrelated students.
Russell Ramey, a student
living with some friends on the
same block as Kaplan, dised.
was
and
contended,
He
supped by Sondra Leibe,
a student who also lives on the
block, that the bouse in question
was sold within two months.
Ramey and LubesinnAim
ta they have been haraed by

Tybum Lane,

members of the community,
although both say that their
relations with their immediate
neighbos have been cordia.
that the
Leiberman dai
building inspector has made
Peveral appointments with her,
'and has not shown up severa
times when she -was waiting for
him. She is now setting up
another appointment with hims
Ramey has already been
visited twice by the building
inspector. The first inspector
was aware that four peoplewere
living in the house, and he did
this as a violation.
interpret
aid, "It was my
Ramey
eson that- there is no
violation if there are no more
people than broom."
When Ramey spoe to Chief
Building Ispector Albert Cams,
Cams apolied for all the
the
by
Has
trouble
(Continued on pqp 6)

SONDRA LEIBERMAN, A STUDENT RESIDING ON TYBURN
LANE: While the Homeowner's Association is taking action against
the landlords, it's the students they're hurting.
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Poll Shows Student Disapproval of Mace
The final results of the Security mace
referendum, conducted last month, and
just released this week, show an
overwhelming student disfavor toward
the use of mace on campus.
Asked whether they believed that
"community protection can best be
addressed through equipping the Security
force with mace," 89 percent of the more
than 1100 students that responded
replied "no." Protective measures that
included
were
widely
supported
self-defense training and the addition of
more officers to the Security force.
On October 17, Director of Safety and
Security Joseph Kimble announced in
Statesman that he had requested the
Administrative approval of mace as a
purely "defensive meae." Asked his
opinion of the adverse student reaction to
mace, Kimble commented that he didn't

think that the students fully realized the
need for a protective measure of this type.
for Security and that the referendum was
not truly representative of the campus
community as only 1120 people out of
approximately 14 thousand had replied.
In view of students' opinion of mace,
an administrative assistant of University
President John Toll said that no decision
on the use of mace has yet been made.
In addition to the overall responses to
the referendum's Questions. totals were
broken down into the categories of male,
female, upper class and underclass.
Generally, more upperclassmen feel that
Security is inadequate throughout the
campus than do lower classmen, and
more males were "aware that under
certain circumstances Security feels
unable to protect themselves and/or the JOSEPH KIMBLE, DIRECTOtR OF 5AFrTY ANMD
t-CURITY
campus community" than were females. Administrative approval of mace as a purely defensive measure.

the

roqugSha

News Analysis

Democratic Party Now Facing Internal StI
By GEORGE MARDER
(UPI) - There is no question
that the struggle now under way
within the Democatic Party is
been
new politics and old.
governors

Democratic

are

anelg
taking the Wed In
P rty back tward the middle of
the road where they believe
eetosare won.
gTlking privately with some
g
of those
at the m
you come

mebers.

road.

On the other hand, the old
politics showed that it can win
i
delecions,
by
sreng
Demoratic holds on state
house and in the senate. At
least that's how the governors
fed.
to

oust

Joan

Westwood is merely the owd

Igle. and

of this s

Ipession

thees

no question of the
n
dete--Ian of the o
to get Mrs. Weood out. All

fie preet at
s meeting backed the move to retire
Mt-Weadwood and thatildd

Governor

Anderson

of

Tg

M oemin the

Bolh
much

the governors want
than
min.
more
We
lrtwod's
emoval. They want
a new diretion for the
Deocati
WF Puty.

What does that mean?
meas, the
Fs of 1, it
that
demand
governors
refor not be
I-D
med

O the

doeted

to

t

pr,
pr

o

oou

o
zhe

la

a

fom

govenork want

1onoec~on
with taske

ad

ow
in

Go

De
9

Pg 4

impoe quot
two... ot

of leadership in the

_odtom

dw

i

SB
h=
Of

igure that if it

delyed urnti

the November 7th election. It
Sbled and was discreffited
becoue it took.the Party too far
away from the middle of the

oh
i

the
reforms.
Esablised
Democratic leaders feared that
the new charter would strip
eleed officials of control of the
party. and give the dominant
voice to the "'people"... the
people being a rallying cry of

e

"new politics."
coming to bear in the struggle
But to old politics it merely to remove Mrs. Wrtwood.If she
meant parcelling out power to doesn't resign, the governors
those who refused to work the expect a third important event
partyvineyardsand get elected to to occur at the December 9
posts, a sort of quota system.
meeting, a motion to declare the
Those are the forces which are
irmansip post vacant

New Dean Appointed to Head
Continuing EducationDepartment

Iy to -develop closer of Overseers of Bowdoin College
Dr. David W. Dickson has
cooperation among local colleges and the National Commission on
been named Dean of Continuing
awd universities.
the Future of State CoUegs and
Mrs. W
oo
d new potics and Developing Education.
In his new post, Dean Dickson
Prior to joining the Stony U *eties. Dr. Dickson is a
wfll be out of control and the
the Brook faculty in 1969, Dr. recipient of the Distinguished
for
responsible
is
d Democratic Lades
for Dickson was Academic Vice
Center.
University's
Bowdoin
Educator
Award
will be back in the saddle.
Continuing Education with a President and Provost of Federal
(1971) and several teaching
current enrollment of some City College in Washington, D.C.
fellowships.
He
is
widely
The December 9 meeting 2,500 part-time students, most Washington, D.C.
recognized as one of America's
is a
cruial one in the of whom we taking evening
He is a member of the Board
leading black educators.
Democratic Party
due It will
oourses toward a ster of Arts
be the fist formal gatheing of in
dege
IAberal
Studies
the
Demoatic
Natioal Deckson, 53, is also poble
Committee since the Miami for the speision of the
Beach Convention to plan the University's Smme
ion and
Pats future.
the Long bland Cooperative
Colege Centers.
An abbreviated co mmittee
The
centers, loted
in
met in Washington in Augst,
impacted population areas like
but only to replace Stor
Cove,
Glen
Tbomas 13geton as running mate Hempstead,
Waldman, both
Roosevet and Wydnch, are
Two students were named Mrs. Ba
to McGovem.
Two im
nt events are
intended to povide a second recipients of the Annual Junior from Setauket.
scheduled at tht eting.
The Women's Club has
at college education fo Class
Award
ae
Shdarsip
One..Appointment
of 25
older sde .
by the University presented the annual awards to
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Crime Round-up
ByBEE

FRIDMAN

I^

Volunteer Polity and Self-Study
Expect to Bring Changes to SB

,that since Polity is the student
goverent,it has a greater
the
upon
is influence
Volunteer Polity which
an
than
students
Administration
of
.omposed
c
student
student
of
independent
aspects
seaming
n
onization.
government and the student
Selftudy researchesoverall
Brook
Stony
of
)ranch
b
functions, while
University
working
begun
have
3elf-Study
S
rbesthe
in order to become Volunteer Polity es
uogether
goals
The
government.
student
their
pursuing
in
nore efficient
imilar objectives. According to of the combined organization
tudent Self-Study head, Daniel concerning these aspects of the
Weingast, they will remain uNiversity are threefold: to
reseach existingconditions, to
organization,
separate
recommend cang, and to
others
'co-endorcing each
e efforts in their own capacities.'
implement change. AB resources
two of both committees are now
the
Although
available to each.
function
organizations
Volunteer Polityis aim inthe
separately, many of their goals
the
s
researched
has
post
overlap. Their combination will
Student
for
Handbook
mvore
get
"to
allow each
current
the
a
and will assure Government,
accomplished"
election
student
a
Constitution,
that there is "no duplication of
5services." In addition, Volunteer methods,
and budgetary
I
Polity head Stuart Levine committees. The student branch
been
has
of Self-study
]
teh student branch of
assured
X
housing,
student
investigating
to
inroads
"more
Self-study
adisons, employment, career
work under". Weingast asserts
By ELLEN LEDER

1) Stolen fom an unlooked room was a wallet containing
approxaey $20 In cash , drives license, ear registration,
soial Secitycard, a blank check, draft card, insurance card,
and a youth hostel card.
studentI S.,
November 6
Samir,Ammann and
1) Subjects entered unlocked doors in
from five student
*atches
and
wallets
James Colleges and stole
compainants, while they were sleeping.
2) Two hundred dollars worth of rented decorations were
stAen from the top of a car parked In Stage XII.
1) A -omp'ainant stated that sometime between Monday night
and Tuesday moEn a person or persons unknown stole a
six-volt battery from his1972 Maverick.
Noemtbe 8c
1) A patrolman found a stolen vehicle in P-4 Lot. Suffolk
County Police Department and the owner, who was in the
hospital for an operation, were notified.
2) A student stated that his roommate told him that while he
was taking a shower, an unknown male entered the room and
asked his roommate if he knew him. Upon their return to the
room, three record albums valued at $15 were missing.
3) A person from the Computing Center reported the theft of
a floor heater, valued at $16.
4) An MA in Kelly reported a female student stuck in the
elevator on the third floor. The switch in the electric room was
re-set, the door opened and the victim freed.
5) A student stated that a person accosted her and pushed her
against the wall as she was going to her room. Another student
astedher and she stated she would press charges against her
assailantif found.

Nowv Covnmiter to Control Heat
j,

November 9
1) A student phoned headquarters about a person found
sleeping in his room. He was asked to get up, put his clothes
on, and was then informed that he was under arrest.
2) A complainant phoned in, stating that while reading a book,
he noticed his room door burning. He did not open the door
to investigate. Examination by Security showed unknow
person(s) started

fire usig toilet paper. The complainant .

not se"of hbar anyone and the fire was exting'Whed by
unknown parties. There was only smoke damage.
3) A complainant reportedthat unknown subjects entered her
locked room ransacked all the furniture and marked a letter X
on the door. The complainant had also previously been
annoyed by unknown telephone calls and knocking on the
door.

adta
n
e
dunwge are being pressed.
from the Biology building called and said that
rson
2) Ape
while working, an unknown male walked into the room, went
to a cabinet containing drugs(sodium barbitol) and then fled
when he saw the complainant. No damage was done to the

room or its contents.
November 11
a
1) Ananonymous person phoned headquarters and reported
subjects
the
arrival,
Upon
building.
his
in
on
going
fight
water
fo u n d
.
were gone and an empty fire extinguisher was
his
through
rock
a
threw
someone
2) A student reported that
dow. The responding officer found Mat the complainant
was playing the drums when the incident occured.
3) A caw received to go to Surge B where a group of
students werestuck in a room. It wasimpossible to opente
door from either theinside or outside and students finally got

the ceiling.
out when a panel wasremoved fom
nd
t ol n
et

a te
w
the ro o m
s e a
4) A eomplinant had a ah
by the side
followed a subject until Security apprehended him
five
wallets,
I.D.'s.
foreign
had
subject
The
Library.
of the
'watches and a knife on him.
5) A student working Bs house mager of the gym for a
gymthrough
ooenrt found two suspects illegaly entering the
t ed
,
they ex
as
and
leave
they
a side window. He requested

they broke
e
ndow s with theirhste, feet and
ro a ck. The
subjects were ptasued into the Union by another student
security person and campus security wsnotified of their
id
location. One suspect who wsidentified asmu
Wurqued to acoompny offcers to headqures. He then
fled without beedng -- d to halt or stop. A chae acrs
C30ndedf
fI*Md ended with the subject being
-the athic
cufed and poed unde Dest for TiminId-

ti apfflor was

and

_
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ildin on
Because most
The HoneywellCentral Data
havO
presently
not
do
campus
Control Console, a computer
neededfor
wiring
which will be capable of theright
connection to the computer,
monitoring and controlling such
the Library, and the
only
water
hot
as
services
and
Chemistry
discharge Graduate
and
temperature
wi1
buildint
Biology
Graduate
temperature of ai conditioners
at the start,
will be connected at Stony be serviced
to Kevin Jones,
Brook, in the boiler plant, according
Coordinator.
Program
Facilities
construction.
under
currently
w 1
WM
build
other
in The
The computer will be
operation by Sping, 1973.
benidudea.
eventualy
which isnow
The computer,
'wil save
The computer
used In
successfully
being
to
according
manpower,"
Clifford Decker, director of
thePhysical Plant. One person
will now be able to control these
services without having to send
crews over to the different
buildings. A 24-hour watch will
be in effect.

Albany, was included in

the

March, 1971 plans to build the
boiler plant. The building should
normally take 18-24 months to
complete, but the completion
has been delayed due to a foul
month builder's strike.

OIREL

I UK

wr
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-OHYSICAL PLANT said the
computer would save manpower.
PHYSICALPLANT

sain

h

Sloan Science Awards Granted

November 10
1) A student stated that three males assaulted her in the
bathroom of her college by pushing and punching her. No

Total known vlue of stolen Ita

University
and
placement,
gading proceedures, goals and
and
environmental
the
of
factors
psychological
University life.
Students who volunteer for
dxxoe
these committees can
which function to resai!h.Next
wmester, under the de on of
am Bess, the
W ehpst and
coordinator of insttutional
3elf-study, independent study
rch
credit fora studets
Students will
may bee e n*e
meet as the Volunteer Polity
committee 'to gndirection of
mattes they want to
those
omple
researcb so they ca
information."
pret well
Students wl
will be
which
paper
_eehd
and
collectively,
printed
presented discussed with the
Adinistration.
A fullorgwnizationalmeeting
of Volunteer Polity and student
Self-study will be held in eady
December.

To Five Stony Brook Profs
basic research
a00

.Ml -%-

Fellohips, Stony Brook, along
ByJASON MANNE
the University ofCalifornia
with
Five scientists on the Stony
and the University of
Berkley
at
reently
were
Brook faculty
obtained the
Urbana,
at
Illinois
Slog
P.
Alfred
awarded
any
awarded
number
highest
Foundation Fellowships for two
year.
this
University
years. These are presented
The Sloan Fellowships were
young scientists,
annually to
initiated in 1955. Since that
considered promising.
977 young -scientists have
The fellowships, averaging time.,
fellowships totalling
recived
in
annually began
$8,750
September, 1972, for Dr. M.
Hanson, assistant professor of
O fher
chemistry; Dr. Stanley
of
professor
associate
mathematics, Dr. Frank H. Shu,
of
professor
associate
Last Saturday, during the
astrophysics, Dr. Sanford R.
Miller Band concert, a
Steve
istant professor of
Simon,
was
19-year-old non-student
and Dr. Gene D.
nt;ry;
oDocner
arested after allegedly breaking
Sprouse, assistant professor of
windows at the gym.
As Steve Shiuman, house
physics. The oldest Stony Brook
manager for SAB, expained the
professor to receive an award is
situation, Joseph Greco and
31 years old.
some friends, entered the gym
largely
are
The fellowships
legally Saturday night through
dsigned to help the recipients
hospitality room window.
a
basic
further their careers. The
Shulman told them that they
Young
criterion is youth.
would have to leave through the
have
fequently
scientists
window. Greco reluctantly did
funds tom 4eave that way, but, a
ng to
trouble obini
U p
in aged"such
f
Shuan, '4put his foot
tAdi
Wend put hs
of oe window..
*he goverment bece
another
hand Whma
their youth. Unlike most oVW, h
a rock at the othe
throw
and
suc
g
ha
t
g
the sloan
w
widw." Threew
aloever.
corsw
broken.
in
ree
8
1
0
o

$20.6 million for
in the fields of science.
Simon said that his fellowship
will be used to purchase medical
apparatus for his research of
hemoglobin and oxygen in the
blood. He will also use some of
the money to support a
post-doctoral fellow to assist
him with his research.

Non-Student Arrested
At Saturday Concert
Greco then proceeded to tht
Union, Shulman said.A half hour
after
said Shulman,
later,
Greco's friends were threatened
with arrest, they pnted out
Greco's location at the Union.
'he person who threw the rock
was not found. Greco was then
informed that he was to be
taken in to Security for
said.
Shulman
questioning,
Shulman indicated that Greco
Awas very nervous," broke away
and ran through the athletic
field where he was caught by.
Shulman.
on a citizens
wb
bein ceargd
ye He is
Cil
dhagSfiled by Shulman.
arest
r
e for
_
SAB s
the Cym.
tfae tdwat

.W
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Videotaping Seen in Stony BrooDs Future
Could such cahracters as Sesame Street's "Big Bird"
and the "cookie Monster" find Stony Brook suitable for
habitation?
Most probably not. But, according to Dr. Edward
Lambe, Director of Instructional Resources Center and
professor of Physics, the production of educational
programs for children at SUSB may indeed be a reality
in the near future.
Currently, the IRC, housed in one of the two
buildings surrounding
the Lecture
Center, is
non-functional. Eventually, however, according to
Lambe, this center will become a fully operative
"professional video complex" existing for the"purpose
of producing films and video prog a.
This building, which consists of numerous studios,
control rooms and recording areas,, will eventually
possess the capability of producing a wide range of
programs; from those aimed at children to "'academic
productions for (this) campus, says Lambe. Among the
academic productions offered could include the
recording a teacher's lecture in area
A and
rebroadcasting it in area B. This, mentions Lambe,
would also involve the utliization of closed cirelit T.V.

However, daims Lambe, 'In order to get the entire
system operative" it becomes imperative that the IRC
receive $600,000 worth of technical equipment besides
what the department currently has on order. Hopefully,
says Lambe, the allocationof additional resources will be
forthcoming in the next state ""budget go-through."'
Tentatively, the IRC will be available for a
'wide-range of audio record activities" within a year,
says Lambe. Such activities could include, he mentions,
the recording of various musical groups on campus,
which would include the Univeristy Orchestra. Also,
continues Lambe, within a year the IRC should be
capable of. working 'Sith one inch monochrome or
black and white videotape." This would allow limited.
productions to occur.
Eventually, syas Lambe, if the IRC acquires the
necessary funding it will be capable of producing full
color programming within three years. At that. time, he
continues, the IRC is also hopeful of provding
laboratory couses for students interested in television
workshop. This could lead, claims Lambe, to a
University program in communications.

WHO DO YOU TRUST?
'

Join The Statesman|
News Team|
Various positions available,
many benefits Come to SBU 059 or call 3690
for an interview appointment.
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TOB1AN SERVICES
Rte 25A
I

Friday, November 17
Hatha Yoga- Rm 229, 12-1 pmr
RNH*- John Boniface, 8:30; John Amorosia, 10;
Roland 1 1:30
IV
** -and every day at the Rainy Night House,
films, music, and plenty of good food.

~~~~

1

R

k

showings,

r~~~~
_RP _.5 _1p _
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students. If these rents were
charged family units, however,
Kaplan contends that it would
not be a business and the
landlord would not be violating
any codes.
Ramey disagreed, pointing
out that the rent differential
Kaplan referred to was only
$40/month. Leiberman contends
that if " a family of five, or five
unrelated people, are living in a
house, it's the same thing." She
said, "I feel that students living
together make up a family unit.
We cook and shop together and
do everything that a family
does.9"
Leiberman also claims that
some neighbors are telling their
children to stay away from her
house.
Leiberman says that while the
is
Association
Homeowners
takipng action
against
the
landlords, it is the students they
are
hurting.
qThey'll rent
anyway."

-EQWiON

i

Tuesaay, November 14
SBU Bridge Tournament- Rm 226, 8pm, $1 fee
Tuesday Flicks- 'Ikuru' and the 'Lower Depths'
by Kurosawa, SBU Aud., 4 & 8pm, free
Hatha Yoga- Rm 248, 7-8:30 pm
RNH*- Harry Farcas
Wednesday, November 15
Hatha Yoga- Rm 229, 1-2 pm
Witchcraft, Voodoo and Magick- Lectures by
Dr. Raymond Buckland, High priest,
NY Coven of witches, Rm 236, 9-11 pm
RNH*- Film Fest - Charlie Chaplin, part 2
Thursday, November 16
Hatha Yoga- Rm 229, 5:30-6:30, 6:30-7:30,
1-2 pm; Rm 248, 6:30-8:00 pm
EnAct- Rm 223, 8-1 1pm; films SBU Aud,
7:30-8:30
Concert- Ballroom, 9-12pm, "'Stars"tperforming
RNH*- Road Runner cartoons, continuous

I

(Continuedfrom page 3)
The second inspector, Ramey
said, seemed much more hostile
and looked at the lease which is
made out to Ramey. Ramey said
that after receiving legal advice,
he refused to let the inspector
into the bedrooms and will not
"let him back in the house
unless he has a court order."
Kaplan claims that the legal
action is not directed against the
the
but
against
students,
landlords who are leasing the
houses. One landlord is currently
lesing three houses on Tyburn
Lane. Kaplan feels that only a
group of people could afford to
pay the rent chagd the
students by the landlord. For
this reason, too, Kaplan feels
that these houses are being used
for business reasons and are
violating the zoning codes.
Stal
Aaplan said theft
complaints were directed against
several landlords who were
leasing to other groups as well as

0

-rrhis Week
in the
STONY BROOK
UNION

r.

Students Face Eviction

If you have an innate curiosity about what is really happening in and to
this University'...
%Ifyou care enough to help the University find out what is going on...
it.you'd like to learn, interroga, investigate, or just gain a new persp e
Of this'ci

onotoWy Korunw

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES CENTER: This center
will eventually become a fully operative "professional
video complex" existing for the "purpose of producing
films and video programs."

-
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E. Setauket

941-9679

ROAD SERVICE

10% Student Discount
on Repairs
Upon presentationof student I.D.

N.Y.S. Inspection . . . General Repairs
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Can You

Picture

But It is fair for Peony to
structure Ploy It As It Lays In
this way, nwn full well that
most of the mass audece Wml
not take the -trouble (or be able)
to remove that ha]f an hour? Let
in ask instead if it is fair for a
profeswor to set up a course
syllabus with topics that the
student will not know at the
seetrsoutset? Of course it
iL. We can leam by asocatn
these quotes; to do so we need
only tik

By NORUMA HOCHBERG
forces us, to shuck our
"I! couldn't understand it/'"
depenenceon continuity,, since,
wailed a Mrend of mine recently,
as anyone who has ever thought
after
about thinkn will agree, hunman
leaving
a
fairly
well-recelved film. Another,, leas thought
processes
are
honest comanin, said simply
marlusly convoluted.
that the movie was "stupid,,
Tuesday Weld, as Marla, plays
boring and worthless. 9 ' In a thie wife of a young film
WontY
where The French
dbrector, Carter Lag(Adam
Ioneaton wins awards over
Routke), who makes horribly
pretentious nmovies, Which seem
Sudy Bloody Sda
A
ckkwork Crang and The lasd to be intellectual,, but about
Picture Show, what hope is there which he is really igoat(he Is
for a film as art? Must a director at a kms how to answer a TV
always appeaI to the nass
paeitwho explains what one
auinein order to make his
esaefelt and, If so, need he
reduce his Mim to the level -of
James Bond Kitsch?
The basdc problem here is that
-we live in a time and place where
art has been expanding so
rapidly, and in so many different
directions at once, that it is hard
to know exactly what art is. In a
.society -where a film of the
Empire State Buffin (Andy
Warhol's), or one in which
frames are missing, misplaced or
mutilated (The Lasd Movie),, is

considePred

art as

much

is pemsiltefor

ws-#,." --

- 1»

1-**
r'"srvmwfc-r%i

--i

a

ounuiiry wnere

-i no rrencn

Connection' (above) wins awards over "Sunday Bloody Sunday,' 'A
Clockwork Orange' and "The Last Picture Show' what hope is thertfor film as art?"

of
Lang's film means in
metaphysical terms). Maria, no
sateto begin with, rapidly
gets boted and begins to look for
someting ("the anwr".After
her child is commte by her
husbndshegoes Inward to find
ntigbut questions - about
her mother, her abortion (she
goes to a hypnotist to -regres to
her fetal stage in- order to
discover if fetuses think), and
herself. Her friend BZ (Anthony
Perkins), having already traveled
this introspective road, advises
her that the answer is simple "6nothing is the answer, the
answer is nothing. Believe me."'
Sometime later Maria asks him
"Don't you ever get fired of
doing favors for people?" The
quotes are not just idly placed;
this Is not a Carter Lang Mim.
They are related, waiting only
for the viewer to remove the 30
or so minutes that sprt
them.

Two perfect exm
sof the
conflict
between
the naus
audience and the director as
artist have, recently opened mi
New York - Frank Perry's Play
It As It Lays and Ken Russell's
S avage
Messiah.
Many
movie-goers (and many Mim
reviewers) disliked the picture as
neither appealed to them on the
usual mass audience level. They
seemed upset at the lack of
coherent action in the pictures.
On the other hand, after having
seen approximately two usually
coherent films per week for the
past year and after having taken
several courses in film, I did not
find this lack of continuity to be
troublesome. Why?
Different Levels,
There are at least three ways
in which we can be excited by a
fim - physically, intellectually
and cinematically. Our Mairx
Brother-James Bond culture has
taught us to concentrate almost
exclusively on the first level. We
see thO !driving pace of a Dirty
Harry, but are usually oblivious
to the intellectual themes
running through it. Of those
who do pick up on these far too
few are trained to see the
picture's filmic beauty. Our
training, Wlaely as a result of our
society,
emphasizes
physical
action. As a result'. when- the
first level is de-emphasized (as in
THX 1138) we rebel against a
boredom which comes from not
being trained to see deeper into
the meta-levels, of Mim.
Play It As It Lays is the fimic
description of the movie screen
inside an insane person's mind.
It seems a natural concept for
iM makers who,, after all,, are
supplied to be facntdby
imags. Yet this mry concept
level almost entirely.*
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If it

as

Citime Kane or Gone With The
Wind, we are continually asking
outseves "Is this guy putting us
on?"
The word "art"Ohas lost Use
menrming.

Film

STATESMAN

Perry to try to teach us
smting through the use of
dicniuity, is it also okay for
Ken Runsell to do the same by
combinn two opposite styles reality and unreality? SavWg
Messiamixes the stark reality
of a,poor artist's mudhole house
with the almost unbelievable
antics of its occupant. Kurt
Vonnegut does the same thing in
his writing by combinn a light
style with a ponderous plot.
Both artists carry it off well.
With Messiah,, Russell has
rescued
himself
from
the
first-level
only,
kitsch-popschlock film The Boy Friend. Its
single-minded devotion to the
nuns audience brought it to the
level of the Diamonds Are
€
Forever
"I'*m -all-right-just-

ignore-,my-plot

9

plot. Though

Russell's latest also seems cursed
with a near single-mindedness (it
aims for udsadigon
a
filmic level, igoigthe-physical
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As

Art?1

level almost eniey, it bson a
'more inelculplane.
Look at Non-Conformimm
The story, supo ely a
-biography
of
Henri
Gaudier-Brzeska, an English
artist
only
now
getn
'world-wide renown, is more of a
s ub j ec:t ive
look
at
non-conformism (both in life
and in film) than anything else.
Henri (Seott Antony) Is blessed
with an amazing ability to
change purpse, allegiances or
philosophies
almost
istantaneotusy. We first see him
perfomingatop a statue giving a
-mock anti-pornography speech.
The woman for whom he Is
perormng(who- he will soon
live with),
Sophie
rek
(Dorothy Tutin), is twice his age
but possessed of no less vigor.
Obsessed with a definite
talent,, as well as a strange love
for Sophie,, Henri paints,, sculpts
and .draws his; way to a too-late
success. Because of Russell's
-nulti-style attack we ane never
quite mmrwhether his death is a
tragic one or not (we only find
out about it as one of Henri's
friends is reading a very flowery
letter from him. '"Whoever wrote
-that should be shot," says
rend.
Mnte "He was," comes
ithe answer. 44Last Tluesda~y." We
icertamny feel a lows, but just how
<deep a loss is something we are
never quite sure of (Sophie cries
in her turn while a band marches
.above her).
However, that is quite all
right,, as we were -never quite
sure how to feel about his life
either. It was too real - not
always pure, but not always
ips; not always sympathetic.,
but not always
abhorrent.
Russell
has not fashioned
Gaudier-Brzeska's life with a
single purpose; he has made it
real by using an approach not
usually considered realistic in a
film, but one which is normal in
actuality - confusion.
Film,Conventions

p-aed
--

f

b

ut not confusing;

.and plots are alwaysreoed
From our childhood, we believe

we see on the screen is read

VWha

- film is our surrogate reality.
-Now there are several directors
reachking,
the
nihoho
thaeswho insist that this Is
not true. Film, by its very
ehanics, can only give us an
illusion of reality, so why, they
ask, should we spend our time
following conventions which are
desgne todeny this fact?
Dennis Hopper (The
Iast
Movie), Henry Jaglom (A Sate
Placi), Federico Feffini (who has
fwer~

problems

workina

in

Europe, where American film
conventions have never quite
penetrated), anti now Frank
Perry and Ken Russell all are
tryig to tell us this. Even
Russell's The Boy Friend can be
viewed in this manner, i
n
eamines it in a pres
manner.
The question, then, is whether
'these directors should be using
' our money (for ft is the viewer
Iwho pays for these -pictures
through theater admissions) to
tell us this? It is plain that most
of the nass audience will not
;enjoy either Play It As It Lays
(as it appl to the second and
third
levels
of
filmic
eneraimet only, it can be
.enjoyed solely by psychology
'and film students) 'or Nessia
(which aims for the filmic level
and mildly touches the physical
one). My two friends attest to
that.
SealInterest Groups
Is it valid for directors to aim
for groups who want these
things, even though it.will mean
other groups (those who desire
first-level entertainment) will be
turned off?. After all, there are
those who are turned off by
westerns and war pictures yet we
still see such films produced.
Hollywood
has
always
acknowledged the existence of
special interest group&,, and has
catered to them. However, these
We have -been taught to
groups
have never asked for
believe
in
certain
filmic
more
than
a surface-level film.
conventions. Time, save for an
Now there is a special interest
orderly flashback, ay only
move fwamd; characters can be group that wants to be catered
to on deeper levels. The question
now as whether moviemakers can
afford to ignore a growig
audience for multi-leveled rflms,
films which have, gone beyond
the literal and literary origins of
the moving picture and which
have moved into other levels?
While it can be argued at
which end of the spectrum Mim
becomes art (that is, is film a
mabrt form - entertainment
it cannot
- or an aesthetic a-Lt?)19
be denied that all groups have a
right to their version of art. In
.the end, maybe we all can learn
Isomethg from this type of
film. Non-understandng is not
equivalent to stupidity, boredom
-or
w or th Ie ss n ess.
Non-understanding is merely a
,due ftht w..e
are missing
something.
ayewe
-y

.

sbould all look
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In Se-arch of an Audience
By.JULANS

HAPIRO

Chicago, Illinois. Home of historically infamous
Haymarket Square, the once mighty, now defunct
stockyards, the world's busiest airport, and two of
the national pastime's oldest franchises.
Nestled inthis bustling metropolis is the South
Side community that would be otherwise
unobrusive if it were not dotted by assorted clubs
and coffee houses that have spawned some of the
greatest blues music and musicians extant. It is
within these confines that the Siegel-Sdwall Blues
Band have emerged and developed into a highly
talented, distinctly exprese quartet. This is
dearly evident in their latest release, "'Sleepy
Hollow.."
The album prominently facilitates the statement
and development of the 12 bar blues form - a
musical construction increasingly popular with
rock bands to showcase flashy (smeimes

Chicago coffee house. One can almost fed the
inconspicuous activity, the heat, the rustling in a
subterranean room.first throug Siegal's piano and
then through Schwall's guitar. It is all Intricately
woven, and this ,"coffeehouseblues" is very
effective.
The music is paramount in blues. Its purpose is
to make the listener move, feel, do something.
Lyrics are subordinate; they faiitate the
gression of a tune. In "Hey Billie Jean," the
other extended 12 bar piece, the same melodic line
is played by the four membes of the band
simultaneously. The lyrics are virtually obscured,
yet the overall cohesiveness displayed throughout
makes the piece work - and work well. In fact, the
only cut that ails on the album, "Sleepy Hollow,"
(the title cut) does so because of its reliance on a
working lyric.
During the past few years, the popuar music
worid ha slowly come to realize the magic of
Chicago blues. Fleetwood Mac travelled to Chicago
in 1969 to Jam with Otis Spann and Willie Dixon,
and the results were very impedse. The

talented) guitaris. However, it has served as a
udimentary building block for the blues tadiffon
become
h
for decades and Siegalwa
of the form, elevating it to an artistic egenday Howling Wolf! corded a number of
m ysteis
sessos in London with Eic Capton, Steve
pre eminence.
BllD Wyman and Charlie Wa;U. Reports
Winwood,
vocalist Jim
The songs, all penned by gu
were ste ed by
the Britishupe
that
were
ohwal
S
Corky
pianisthapist-vocelist
and
Schwall
visitor.
American
their
(with the exception of "I Wanna Love YaO" by
It seems ironic that a group as musically skilled
bassist Rollow Radford) run the gamut of the 12
the Siegal-SchwaU Blues Band should labor for
as
Love
Wanna
bar form. "His Good Time Band,""I
a decade Mirelative obscurity. In "His Good
nearly
Ya," Something Wrong," and "You Don't Have
they sing "He ain't no smash hit on
Band,"
Time
that
pieces
bar
12
up-tempo
prototypical
are
Me"
g of rock "nroll, he don't
no
ain't
he
radio,
the
have been a staple for the Siegal-Schwall Blues
care to race these fools, he just9 lays back and sings
'Band, for better than half a decade.
One can t help but wonder
Yet what elevates this album to a level of fine his rockine blues."'
Yet with the
autobiographical.
is
this
whether
through
explorations
musical
the
are
blues artistry
need not
really
one
Hollow,"
"'Sleepy
of
release
Lady"
a
for
an extended 12 bar blues form. "Blues
that's
and
indeed,
good
is
blues
rocking
The
care.
literally is a lover's soliloquy, yet it serves as a
matters.
really
that
all
archtipical
an
of
metaphor, portraying the activity

The Case of the Clever Mystery
By LYS ANN TAYLOR
THE 39 STEPS. John Buchan, Popular Library.1963
UNNATURAL DEATH, Dorothy L. Sayers, Avon Books,
1969

Alfred Hitchcock loosely baed one of his
diest (1935) and best chase films on The 39
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Past in "resent
In Living Past
By GARY REINMK
Living in the Past, a new album by Jethro Tull,
is exactly what the name implies; a lot of old
music. The two record set is an anthology of
previously released and unreleased material. The
last few songs on the album are newer material,
though. Despite the fact that most of the album is
dated, it still retains the Tull wit, and this makes
listening to it easy if not enjoyable.
The music on the album covers the entire length
of Tulls existence. It is primarily mat a a
record for people who like Tull but do not own
may of their records. The album is a good
example of the Ian Anderson style. The lyrics are
the music'is played well. The
biting as usual
es though, becaus most of the tramcks
album
ae muchtoo short.
The

album is

hihighted

by

sous likee

"Caristmas" wic is a social comment op the
phoniness of the Christmas season. Tle song
Mentions, how people think they are showing good
will and ends with Anderson's voice asking Santa
to "pass,the bottle./ The best music on the album
can be found on the third side of the album;This
side was recorded lve in concert at Carneglie Hall
in November 1970. The first concert piece is

aled, "By Kind Permission Of."' This song was
written by John Evan and features him on the
The second concert song, "Dharma for One""
features Clive Bunker on drums. Thb song is an
elongated version of the one on This Wag. By
virtue of the drum solo and its length this song is
probably the best one on the albumt
The fourth side contains some new songs, and is
very interesting if you are interested in knowing in
songs on
What diretion the group is boi'in
this side an all short and uninvolved, a*nd ar not
up to the caliber of the other album. One thing
you do notice is that the music X becoming mom
t ha been need that Ian Andemonis not
age of
way happy with this album, because of the
the m y~ on it, but for thoee of as go th}A
that my Tun isgood Tull, this album s er
wh

the money.

ll be no strutting and fretting upon so
"in this production, th
only prancing and dancing, giggling and wiggling, amusing and
delighting, for the performers are clowns each uniquely dressed In
outlandish costumes, packed with traditional gobs of clown
make-up."

D'Ya Dig the Circus?
Peer Gynt Is Coming

ByALAN ROSENBERG
Adopted ad nurturedby director Tom Neumillers, "Peer Gynt,"
Ses a suspense novel written in 1915 by John
by Henft Ibsen as an epic poem, will enter the world at
conceived
Bucn, orgnally Lord Tweedsmuir. This book,
and screaming. In this production,
now considered a classic in the mystery field, iSurge B December 1 kicking
upon the stage, ondy pyandg and
fretting
and
strutting
no
be
1theyll
relates in the first person the adventures of
and delighting, for the
amusing
ng,
w
!dand
just
Richard Hannay, an adventurer who has
each uniquely dressed in oanh
owns
aue
performers
in
colonies
British
the
from
Engand
Petued to
tng
of down iake-up. They do
n piaCY, led by a ipae!d with txa
tnowledge of an international
spe
ofttb.he
a
movetia
UMIng
but
thieeri
in
the
mulder
to
She,
BIa
the
group caled
Does thisould like "Peer Gynt," the piece of literature written
prmier of Greee and to embroil Europe in a
more than 100 ye ao?No? ltis.
major war.
Only this time it's being performed in a dmus milieu, oompete
one
From this point, events swiftly follow
side-show ttactions, anin acts and a
another. Hannay,, wanted by the Eglish police for with ring-mster, grotesque
But you mightjust shed a tear.
around.
lowning
plain
just
of
lot
a murder he did not commit, and wanted even
of downs s primping and
troupe
the
up,
goes
top
big
the
As
man
only
the
is
he
nore by the Black Stone, since
whip of Neumiller, or,
gentle
the
under
with sufficient knowledge of their plans to be able preparing this extaagnza
P a most courteous and
North,"
Ringli
"John
himself,
to
refers
he
as
tx foil them, flees for his life. He ends up in
nsiderate circus producer. Tom takes this production further than
Scotland, sgling to suave until June 15-the
musical-tone picture envisioned by Ibsen. His pictures will be
the
day for which the murder of the Greek premier is
of the actor' bodies, as in OtHorpn's staging of "Hair,
composed
scheduled, and the day before which Hannay must
performers working ensemble in the true sense.
be silenced, if the Black Stone mean to achieve with the
Idea WeUl Suited
their goal of international war. Hannay's many
"Peer Gynt" by Ibsen, like "Faust" by
Neumiller,
to
According
hairbreadth escapes from capture and death are
be performedfor the stage. Both pieces
to
meant
never
was
Goethe,
related in the grand old tradition of suspense
es quick
owith many scene
like film sce
read
literature
of
asiting eaing.
novels, and make
cis
the
prestation,
stage
a
and fat fades. In considering
Budian's writing is lear, concise, and easily cuts
suited.
well
seemed
idea
readable. His plot seems rather naive to us, who
ntchairman
"Peer is an important play, a clsc," says det
39
The
but
was,
wordd
two
of
product
are the
there is
produtions,
l
with
often
Leonard Auerbach, "and
Se is stll a top-otch suspense noveL
relevance.
day
ent
ex
of
'Omunica
,
of
pnblem
We
TheCane ofCalesr
prducer for a production
"Mr. Auerbach, who served as ex e
dling the play in this
famous
believes
Sayeas
Coast,
Dorothy
West
Wimwy,
the
Lord Peter
of Peer" on
e s in
_,
fictioal detective of te a
will serve to bring Ibsen's mesage across"
by Neumiller covers a wide variety
for 'Teer"
Unnatural Death, This is the c Ielha"e a'way
Thle music e
Dog Band's latest latest album to
Bonzo
murder
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been looking for. The
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Beneath the visual and auditory firewo sls
Dea is not only one of the best of Dorothy
y from
taken
was
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Sayrs' mysmhies, but one of the best books In the intended. The d uracte Peer
piece of
nt
"absolutely
an
as
it
sees
Tom
folklore.
Norwegian
The death refeed to in the title is that of a mythological literature." Peer is a rebel, he defies society's values, is
wealthy old woman dying of cancer. With only a self-exiled, goes through a period of suffering and losing, finally
. Throughout this journey, he finally
short time left to live in any case, she dies quite returns and is e
s as discovers the power and definition of love.
suddenly and unexpedly of what is da
To bring to life the three stages, or three peWonna, of Peer, and
headt fature. toe only one to benefit by her death
Woman's
also because the play is quite long, three Peer Gynts are being used is her greabdece, who would, as the old
sole heir, have benefitted in ay cae. Unlikely as Peer in his youth, in middle age, and as an old mah. An important
of foul play seemA,Loid Peter recurrent theme is thie search for identity. Each of the three Petrs is
the pety
it as murder. He isabsolutely mm-et, as conerned with the search for oneself. In a carefully chosen
diag
t perfect crime leads to
by Michael Meyer, much of Iben's intert and
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Handi cped Students at S.B.

Overcoming Obstacles: A Difficult T;ask
submit a request to Security stating their reason for'
needing a car, and then must travel to the Security office
twice-first to drop off a doctor's note and a letter from
Security that the students receives from Security upon
making his request, and second, to pick up the
handicapped permit and car registration stickers. A
freshman wanting to be excused from the meal plan
because he is handicapped, and therefore cannot
negotiate stairs or wait on lines, must send a note to
Housing, and then return to pick up the official excuse.
And if the Bursar has decided to bill him for the meal
plan anyway, after waiting on line at the Bursar's office,
the student is directed to Housing. He then must come
back to get the written excuse from Housing, and then
wait on line again at the Bursar's office. And God forbid
if a student pre-registers by mail because he can't get to
the Administration building. There will be no record of
payment for several months, preventing the student
from getting his schedule or having proof of payment
that is required for IDs. But if the student misfigures and
pays less than the amount due, he will immediately be
notified that he must appear in person to dear the bill.

The Stony Brook Union is supposed to be the center of
student activity. But to the handicapped, it is an
impossible maze of stairways. Even the first floor
bathrooms can only be reached by going down stairs.

By JONATHAN D. SALANT
The Library mall ramp may be a tiring walk to many
students, but to a physically handicapped student it is
impossible. Having to make a second trip to get
something done at the Administration building may be a
pain in the neck for many students, but it is physically
exhausting for a handicapped student. Many students
may gripe because of the eratic bus service on campus,
but the buses cannot be used by a handicapped student.
The meal plan may serve terrible food, but a
handicapped student can't even try the plan. The walk
from G-quad to Tablet Is long and tiring for many
students, but X imstable
Ifor
one who is a
p.
A handicapped student attending Stony Brookc
many obstace t
wn in his way- phyical bariers that
a normal student cm overcome with sue. The Stony
Brook TEion, supply
the center of student actin,
is an arduous trek for those students on
tches or
confined to a wheelchair. One must go down steps to use
the fiAst floor bathroom, the bast
of the bookstore,
where textbook
are kept, is only avssable
a
sairways, and the second floor of the Union is a maze of
hallways and stairs. While there is an elevator, it has been
inoperable for several days at a time and for several
times this semester.
No Elevators in G and H
G and H quad dorms are built without elevators. As a
result, a handicapped student is prevented from eating
on the meal plan, as the cafeterias are downstairs;
washing his clothes, as the washing machines and dryers
are downstairs; utilizing the student-run businesses such
as the Henry James Pub or the Ammann College nut
store, as they are downstairs; and taking advantage of
the TV lounge, which is often found in the basement.
But as one junior living at Ammann put it, 'There is no
other place for these things." And thus, the handicapped
must suffer.
Stony Brook Vice President T. Alexander Pond
describes the lack of adequate facilities as "a major
oversight." Union Director Ernie Christensen charges
that the buildings on the Stony Brook campus are in
violation of the New York State Building Code. But
until these architectural barriers are modified,
handicapped students will find the going rough, if not
impossible.
As a result, there are very few handicapped students
who choose to enroo* at Stony Brook. However, there
are other students, already enrolled, that become
handicapped, either temporarily or permanently. And
these students have little choice about attending school.
They are really stuck here and must endure and
overcome
the barriers that Stony Brook has
thoughtlessly erected in front of the handicapped.
Red Tape
As though physical barriers weren't enough,
handicapped students must go through red tape as well.
Handicapped freshmen who want a car on campus must
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Library a Nightnure
Stony Brook's Frank Melville Memorial Libray is a
nightmare for those students who are handicapped. The
enormous building is not easily negotiated by students
on wheelchairs or crutches unless they're experienced
long distance travelers. There is only one entrance to the
Library, on the side of the building away from the,
Union, the reference section is a lengthy hike from the
entrance, and the Library can only be reached through
two ways-limbing up a large flight of stairs, or
ruggling up a steep ramp. This prevents the Library's
use by a student confined to a wheelchair, and reall
tires out one on crutches.
In addition, the old section of the Library was not
built for a handicapped student. There is an elevator to
get to the stacks-where the circulating books are
kept-but the only entrance to the stacks is on the third
floor. To reach books on'the second or fourth floor, one.
mwt use seps. A stdnt on a wheelchair carot get
most books by himself
But Upng have
ed somewht at bStny Brook.
The now buildings are being constracted accPdIng to
the
u
Ram
ations.
re being added to old buildingsAnd new construetion is helping to make
easier
for the handicapped student.
T

v

For the fast time, a 46-space handicapped person's
prking lot is being constructed. The lot will be
alonside the Graduate Chemistry building, across the
street from the Gym When the road in front of the
Union was lowered, curb cuts were built, to enable
handicapped students on wheelchairs and crutches to
easily get onto the sidewalks. The ramp leading to the
main entrance of the Union was lowered.
The University Community is starting to become

aware of the handicapped. English 101 insuctor PJ.

Gardner would not move her cam from the first floor ot
Humanities to the third floor of the Social Science
building (where there are no elevators) until she talked
to the handicapped students in her class. When one
voiced opposition to the move, she nixed the switch.
MSM 121 professor John Thorpe has offered to make
special accommodations for handicapped students who
are unable to climb the stairs in Lecture Hall 101 to take
a particular math test.
Students at Stony Brook offer a study in
Pontraditions regarding the handicapped students. Many
of them rush to open doors for handicapped students,
and assist them in. other ways, yet students are

The buildings at Stony Brook wo virtually impossible
for a handicapped student to Anter, until ramps wer
added. Now a student on crutches or in a wh-lchair has
only to go up or down an Inclined piane at many
buildings.

on camps, depo

g

a

hand

ed student

the space.

rom ugly
'

Security is e ible for m
ung
re that the
handicapped
aeon
campus are not used by
no
ipped students. Director of Security Joseph
Kimble says that the deprmi
t i
toakeep the
spaces leared, but cannot always police them because of
a shtage of personnel. He says that Security is "doing
tee best we can with the people we have."' Illegally
parked cans have been regularly towed away from these
spots, and non-handicapped persons paking in these
spots are subject to a summons or towing. "Anyone who
parks in a handicapped spot [who is not handicapped] is
doing a great disservice to unfortunate persons," said
Kimble. He feels that people should accept the
(Continuedon page 11)

Parking spaces close to buildings are reserved for the handicapped "twenty-four hours a day." But non-handicapped
people continually park illegally in the spots, depriving the handicapped person from using them.
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DebieTol
By ALAN H. FALLICK
Debbie Toll,, Stony Brook's
answer to Pat Nixon, spoke
about numerous topics at an
informal student gathering at
Benjamin Cardozo College last
of
the wife
night. Toll,
University President John Toll,
discussed items ranging from her
'"radicalism" to her husband's
maraeproposal.
Speaking
before a small
audience, Ms. Toll was prepared
to discuss 'IWomen's Liberation
and/or How We Relate to
Albany." She began by giving a
of
her
explanation
brief

future. It's an enclave, and it's
moving toward, and all around
it's surrounded by the present
tense. Of course, when you're
out of phase, even slightly, it
causes a lot of trouble, and we
have
trouble
with
the
community quite a lot of the
time."9
She also said, however, that
"there is a tendency now to go
to
authoritarianism
back
standards-if you read the New
York Times. I'm talking about
the interview with President
Nixon about the next four
years."p
Comparison

pmiosopuy regarinig women-s
Ms . Toll the compared the
lib. "I'm as radical as theywomen's movement to that of
come."9 she said.
blacks. She said, "*Women, like
blacks, are getting their heads
Hsban
"VeryGallnt"
their
finding
'~~~~~~~together..'and
And Ms. Toll's huband? "He identity by looking at one
always opens doors for me," she another. That used to be true of
said. "He's very gallant. is John blacks on this campus. Freshman
Sampson Toll a male chauvinist year, they would not be part of
pig? ""He combines the two,"Ishe anything; sophomore year, they
explained,, referring to his would run into the black
chauvinism and galn s.,',It's movement; junior year, they sort
the socialization process..that's of lost intensity; and by senior
year,, they were back among
the way he was brought up.""
Does she enjoy her role as everyone else. But they had this
Stony Brook's first lady? ""A period where they understood
friend of mine said, "Reject at things a lot better. I think
the outset the Pat Nixon role, women are doing the same,
and then people will expect you except not fast enough to suit
to behave in a certain outrageous me. When I came out here,, I was
simply amazed at how few
way, " Ms. Toll said,
maximum women there were in the
advcate
She
tuetparticipation readng Administration.
'Me top 44 people responsible
everythin
-concerning Stony
A
s. Toll did not for runing this campus, with
Br-ook studns
find this In cofitwith her the exception of Mrs. Moore,
he~d'-na ho.
husbnd:

acfairmh

role to play.0"She then decie
a home ornament."'It's
'Dump Toll Beceus"
"I have at home a great big
red scO which says~, "Dump
Toll
B
neue
she
said.
According to Ms. Toll,, the
"Dump Toll" movement hasn't
ended. "Mhere still is the Red
Balloon (a reputed left-wing
caps group) and various
legislators,"9 she said. "'Tome it
is so relevant that student
activism is dying out.""
the
described
Ms.
Toll
University as "a ship of the

ofthe

Bbd

of

Trustees., are men," she said.
the socialization rco
More than anything, it's a lot of
women saying to each other,
'You really have to act dumb to
catch your man.10And they catch
ths ubmn
n h
hl
cycle perpetuate$ itself.9"
MsL Toll's Betrothal Proesm
The poeswhich Ms. Toll
used to betroth Dr. Toll was a
simple one. '"We used to play
tennis,," she said, "and my father
said, 'If you let him beat you,
you will lose him.' And I just
tennis,, and
kept
playing

Oversighs

winning,
and
finally
he
proposed. It was on Saturdays
and Sundays and took 21h years
as a matter of fact."
'I'l feel that this is the way it
should be, because in marriage,
where it counts is that you have
this partner. Romance is fine,
and you can have that too. But
it's wonderful having somebody
who you can rely upon. There's
a real person there, and if you
this
stuck
with
were
superior-inferior role, I don't
what you'd do in
know
marriage. You have no one to
talk to for one thing. -.. can
always ask John for various
things. And he can always ask
me. II
That is for sure. Debbie Toll is
one person who will answer all
questions with complete candor.
And one more thing is even surer
than that. Debbie Toll isn't
really like Pat Nixon at all.

^..*-..A,^,
DEBBIE TOLL, WIFE OF THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT,
discussed her viewpoints at an informal gathering at Cardozo College
last night.

Ques tions
As kids, when we asked
questions our parents couldn't
answer, the ultimate response
was "Wait until you're older."
Well, we're all older now, and
the great majority of us on
capsstill cannot answer such
questions. As a challenge to the
thought poes
and as a
chance to express
fraiv
ity,) a
different question will
be
periodically put frwadi" dealing
with phenomena with which we
have everyday experience but do
not undeIsand. ImgbH tv
be
aseswin
hopefuly
submitted by both fItue
and
faculty. The names and brief
interpretations
that
are
considerod moost unique will be
In repneto
last week's
question "Why do the clouds
stay up?" the tbest anweits were
as follows:
A reasnaby
Aoec answer
to "why do clouds stay up?"
(Questions
Without Answers
Number
2)
would
lead
immditelyf
to "why do clouds
stay down?"' so 1911 just talk
about the vertical motion of
clouds.
Clouds
are. large
collections
of
tiny water

Cautse Hrdsis

(Con tinued from page IO)
consequences of their acts, and will not listen to
complaints they have regarding the penalties.
State cars have consistently parked in the
handicapped spaces. Kimble says that even they are
ticketed. While most parking lots on campus are open to
everyone after a certain hour, the handicapped spaces
are reserved for the handicapped "twenty-four hours a
day."
Problems have also arisen between Security and and
handicapped students. In one case, an officer is said to
have refused to allow a student to be dropped off by his
building; instead,, the handicapped student had to walk
(on crutches) an extr 75 yards. Kimble has promised to
of
look into any case of Security hraset
handicapped students. He has asked to be notified as
soon as the incident occurs, so that he can take the

:|T '**"
- 11
^,^:...:.-*:?*,.- ^i

(ithot Answers?
droplets (not water vapor,
because it's invisible) formed
when warm moist air is carried
,aloft, where it expands and cools
and the moisture condenses into
little droplets. The individual
droplets in the cloud fal, of
course, but the speed is very
slow becamse they're so small
(how fast does a speck of dust
fall?). The billing motion Is
domiae by the much more
iprateffect of air curetsI
which can either lower the cloud
or raise it still higher. Clouds
move up and down wfth -aiar
crets, but even in their
aenewould fall very slowly.,
bcsethey are compon ed of
tiny individual droplets which
can't fag faster than about V4
inch per second. It would thus
take -almost all day for a cloud
to faln 1000 feet. Like the
bubbles in the beer foam (see
nubr1), this multitude of
droplets has many surfaces
which scatter much light and so
they look white.
Coherent Rainbow
Dear Sirs,
Your concern for the physical
location of clouds is indeed

A. Cloud
Next Question:
If water is clear, why do some
sstances become darker when
wet? Why not others?

epd

Hnitc

fr

parkig spaces to be had in the Administration lot.
Patrolman Macedonio, seeing the situation, gave the
student permission to park in the no-parking area by the
entrance to the Administration building, saying that he
would make sure the car was not ticketed.' In addition,
after ticketing the illegally parked car, Macedonio left to
arrange for a tow truck to tow the offending vehicle
away.
Infirmary
The Infirmary doesn't have special facilities for the
handicapped, but it can provide some special services for
the handicapped if aware of their problems. For those
students who need an ace bandage wrapped daily,, the
Infirmary will do it; however, the students must wait
with everyone else until their turn. Even though the
student may make it clear that he or she will be in every
day, there are no special provisions made.
On the second floor of the building, there is a bathtub
But the handicapped student may find that he has-a that may be used by handicapped students for
friend in the police. Lasd Friday, during pre-registration,. therapeutic purposes.
According to Director of Housing Roger Phelps,
a handicapped student discovered that all the
handicapped parking spaces were taken, one by a special provisions for the handicapped in the dormitories
non-handicapped student, and that there were no other are "made on an individual basis." A study is currently

comforting to those who are
appreciative
and
intimately
associated with floating fluff. We
are on the one hand flattered by
your expression of interest and
on the other relieved that our
position will finally become
perfectly dear.
The community of clouds
takes occasion to climb upon air
by collective decision, and we
are proud to state that we
generally do so by consensus.
Contrary to scientific opinion,
we walk upon air thougjh oux
ffiWMn along the hrzncould
easily
be
m ostuedb
as
nloati.T11his miudrstanding
is no doubt casdby inviil
feet (our toes ane actual quite
long) and the clarity of air. Wind
is a direct result of our rapid
movIIIn on.the air. I trust this
epanation is sufficient.
Let me thank you again for
yourineet
Etherially

being undertaken to discover how dormitory buildings
could be made more usable by the handicapped.
Lakof Awareness
After a decade of neglect, Stony Brook is finally
waking up to the problems of its handicapped
population. But the University Community is still not
aware of the problems faced by the physically disabled.
Until they wake up to the fact that not everyone has
two good leps and two good eyes and two good arms,
non-handicapped persons will cintinue to park illegally
in the handicapped spaces,, handicapped persons will be
required to wait for hours on long lines like everyone
elso though it is virtually physically impossible for them
to do so, and red tape will continue to plague the
handicapped student,, as he must make repeated trips to
HousingL to the Bursar,, to Security, and eswere to
secure special provisions that should have been set aside
years ago. It requires very little effort for a normal
person to "come back tomorrow" or walk an extra 100
yards, but it requires great physical strain for a
handicapped person to do the same. This is what Stony
Brook University is still not aware of.
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^Fhere the H-Burgers and
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1/4 lb. H.B. sod with F.F., Cole Slaw
Lttuce & Tomato, Onion Rho
- (1.25
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i
I

Wed. 11/22 7pm

Steaks Are Served Super.

Example:

wdsth F.F.,
$1.76

0B Flauk Sireh "wed
a
Lte

I
I

SBU rms. 229, 231,236

ITS A MEAL!
.IPLUS

MANY MORE, ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT

I
FINE FOOD SERVED DAILY AT LOW PRICES. I
IOUR
ICOMPLETE FOUNTAIN AND TAKE OUT SERVICE.

Speakers from the Suffolk County
I.

Bail Fund

Open Daily 6:30 am. to 10:00 p.m. - Closed Sunday

Also

At 25A Setauket, N.Y. 751-9624
to Genovese Drugo
Next
!

I

If you have a few hours and a car, the Suffolk County Pail Fund is organizing a

wp

-

w

He

service to transport failies of inmates in Suffolk County jails, who have no way
ppp-

of getting there for visits. There will be a meeting in Brentwood Tuesday, Nov.
14. For information call 6-7156
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) 1Attention Students:
,Drop in often to see our WEEKLY SPECIALS

stock. All cartons areI

factory sealed. All warranties i

"toAt Adel
c
e Louise
Fabricsof Stony Brook'

are intact.

Over-the-counterexchange
on any component that
becomes defective within the
first three days.
Facory.
authorized
warranty
g
on many
components
right
in
Designso'S

table
ces

Good
Food.

Storewide Clearance Sale

ow

center at no chage

Fleeces & Corduroy $1.69Fabris Ideal for Saris
$2.49

.

-S
DSIGNATRONO
SEREO STORE

thru NoV. 15th

*Ask for 10% Student Dibcunt on All Our Fabrics

D
N. COUNTRY ROAD
I ETAUEBT.MN.Y.

rsity

Shopping
Center, Rte. 25A

;

<516) 761-0253

Opposite

R.R. Station 751-9651

.Open Mon.-Thur. and Sat.: 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.;

|

IFri.: 10 a.m. - p9 .m .

OmvHA~mmmAM~wm^^itmmmw~mmmmmmmmm~mm^^
-
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THE PUB
SPECIAL

*THURS. NOV.

-HREDRY JAMZESREUNION

ALL YOU CAN DRINK
SX.75

l

IF YOU'VE EVER LIVED IN JAMES, COME DOWN
THIS NIGHT. SEE YOUR OLD FRIENDS.

Page12
Pagem,
12
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M PointCinema 744-1300
te. 25A Viftage Shopping Center, Roc"y Point
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f m.f
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rew su.

Jorkto Tumpck (Rt. 25)
mad Nmeonsmt H Way
724-9550
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YOU HAVENT
SEEN ANYTHING
Alp

I
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Neditty: 7:30, 9:30
PLUS 11:30 on Friday and Saturday

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I
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-
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Coram - Rte. 1 12 At Middle Country Road - 698-2277
Nov. 15 thru Nov. 21

Togetber by Popular D-mand

THE
ROCK SHOP-

"THE OTHER"

a»o

"MASH"

with Uta Hagen

with Elliot Gould

STUDENTS $.75

(ExcePt

Sat. Evo.)

with I.D. Card

APOIDARY
GEMS
MINERALS
IN GEM CUTTINGS
FACETING CABACHAN
JEWELRY, STONE
& GEM CUTTING...
DONE ON PREMISES

IASSEqS

*

B^AM At Repr
)

T. 25A STONY BROOK
51-0386
'PEN 7 DAYS/WK.
ACROSS FROM R.R.

- COMPlZ1TE A~tOMiOnVB SBVCE3 Speciaizing In Foreign Cars.
Engine Tune-Ups = Engines Rebuilt
Carburetors Rebuilt =
nisis
.

)

10% Discount With Student I.D.

Route 112 - Industrial Park, Port Jefferson Sta., N.Y.
Tel. 473-9370

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-THREE
- -

PERSONAL

TO MY FAVORITE PARACHUTIST: We made It! Happy Anniversary
Baby, I love you.
ATTENTION
phone nunme
won Abel.

new
WORLD-My
Is 4140. Thank you.

-

-

POWERFUL
HAND
BLOWER
DRYER for hair. Only 3 weeks old.
Excellent condition. Originally $28.
selling for $20. Please call Willa 4353.
1972 PINTO brown, crulsematIc,
deluxe Interior, disc brakes, low
mileage excellent condition, $1795.
588-7687 or 246-3439.
PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE
1964
Le-Mans. Good tires, new top battery. Good transportation. $95.
Dennis 473-6178.
NASSAU
SUFFOLK
STEREO
DISCOUNT get huge discounts on
every
name
brand
In
Stereo
equipment. Fair trade or not we
cannot and will not be undersold.
For phone quotes 516-698-5621
MWF 4-10 p.m., T-Th 6-10 p.m.,
Sat.-Sun. 10-1Op.m.
20%-40% DISCOUNT every brand
Consultations
equipment.
st&rC
gladly given. a," wCil undersell
ca any

dealer. -Get best quote

Selden Hi Fi 516-732-7320,
p.m.

l!-I.*
lu-io

&
REFRIGERATORS
USED
FURNITURE at low prices. See large
display at County Used Furniture
Exchange 1522 Main St. Port Jeff
a52. 928-4498, eves 473o8238.
Goo

a

r

SAAB SNOW TIREii W°
d es
5.60/15 whitewalls on Saa
.
Used one season. Call 888-7646 days.
1966
PONTIAC
TEMPEST
6/cyllnder
standard
transmitlon,
good condition $300. Call after 3.
901, S695.

-------------------70 VW emerald geean new tires
snws, running condition body,

Interior perfect. Jorge 9818430.

-

.

-

.-

AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, brakes
exhaust, shocks, grease & oil ard
other repairs at high discount rates.
Call JC at 246-4205 or 6.

FIVE
FOLK
AND
ELECTRIC
GUITARS for sale, Bausch and Lomb
Call
Ron
microscope.
medical
751-8743.

LOST & FOUND

'68 PLY BARACUDA 8/cyl. pow.
st., auto trans fastback, w/4 snow
tires, gd. cond. $1000. 744-7495,
after 6.

FOR SALE

-

SPEED
BIKE
for sale.
Hardly used $40. Call eves 928-4830.
ask for Georgette.

HOUSING

LOST small black unbMIa In Lt.
Eng. 248. Please call Sandy at
6"252.

LOST term paper on Indian Casts
system In Union Thurs. 11/2. Call
Laura 4185. REWARD.
black
collapsible
LOST
short
umbrella in leather case. Lost in Lec.
Hall. Please call 6-5365 for Artle or
bring to F-322 O'Neill to Tom.
REWARD $5.

ROOM FOR RENT share house. Full
kitchen, privacy assured two miles
from campus. Male or female. $85
complete. Dennis 473-6178.
APARTMENT TO SUBLET till May
31. Air-conditioned, carpeted, 3W
5 min. from school. Call
rooms
981-0324, eves.

FOUND radio at Sunwood call and
describe. 6-5364 ask for Robynne.

FIVE
LEAVING
SENIORS
BEDROOM HOUSE,. Rocky Points
Rent $270/mo., occupy Jan. 1. Cali
744-7552.

FOUND wallet under bleechers at
Mark Almond concert. Call 6-4213
ask for Dan.

gentle
PEOPLE
seek
GENTLE
roommates in gentle house on estate
Call 473-2782.

'VE LOST
found call
REWARD.

HELP-WANTED_

FOUND one lady's watch In LH102
on Mon. in Pol 190. Call Stu
744-7409 and describe.

TYPIST

fast,

accurate,

to

2 WALLETS MISSING from Kelly C
118. $20 REWARD for both. No
questions asked. Call 4954.

IT! (my notebook). If
Large
Laurle 6-4898.

learn

LOST set of keys on ring near Tabler
during October Fast. Call Gerry
744-7385.

to
APARTMENTS
NEW
SHOW
prospective tenants. Opportunity for
appt.
for
Call
position.
erm.
Mon-Frl 698-4900.

FOUND Oceanside High RIng vic.
Men's Locker Room around 10/5/72.
Call 4735.

MT/ST. Work nights at Statesman,
god salary. Caii 6-3690n for ApDt.

PART TIME help wanted. Ten days
beginning Nov. 22. Two to three
hour per day. Help keep house when
waife ets home with new baby. Good

Vy.
Call
8629325.

SERVICES
HAIR
TODAY gone tomorrow.
Certified
Electrolys
23
experenceW
ree consutatkon atet

methods. Evelyn Sobel, 724-222.

NOTICES
WOULD THE PERSON who took
my high school ring from the
secretary9s office on the 1st floor of
the SS buWding plese please return
It to me. My Initials P.M.E. are
engraved on the InsdeL 322B, Kelly,
14i

or 3931.'

I-CPZM:
B""W~b

aESSON-Tauvht by
Hksti Item5 Frkidaysbenng
-r~~.Hut~"

1 28.

An 1-2416 J Pm.S

3.S23o

-- -

- - - --

- -

-

-

-

- - - -

AND NOW, COMMUTERS AND
RESIDENTS! Stop In before or after
your morning classes and have
breakfast at the Other Side! French
toast, waffles, toast, yogurt, cereal
graperult, oj, coffee, etc. Mon-Fri 8
a.m.-1 prn.
BENEDICT DAY CARE CENTER is
now accepting applications from
Interested students who wish to work
In the Center next semester. The
course (INT 180) Involves 8 hours
per wek at the Center plus Seminar
for 6 academic credits. Applications
and further Info can be obtained
from the Center during the rest of
November.

W O M E N'S
CONFERENCE
sponsored by Soc. 291, Nov. 17. 7
p.m. Lec. Hall. Workshops topics
Psychology, studies
of woman,
marriage,
sexuality
women
movement and radical let, problems
of - career with child bearing and
marriage, women in the media alt.
sex type roles and raisingL children,
"our bodies ourselves," women in
legal professions, consequences of
being
liberated,
alternatives
to
marriage, man's workshop. It should
be a great learning experience and
exciting 5_S!nq.
TOSCANINI DAY CARE Ccr.^ TR
now open 8 weeks to 2% years.
Obtain applications at the Toscaninl
Day Care Center in Tabler. Monday
thru Friday from 9-5 p.m.

-I

Anyone interested In joining the
WUSB Sports Staff should contact Al
at 6-3706 or 6-3690.
ENACT MEETINGS will be held
every Thurs. 8:30 p.m., SeU 223.
S8U PRESENTS CONCERT the
"Stars" L.I. finest Rock band. on
Thurs. Nov. 16, Ballroom, evening,
Free! Everyone Invited.
FREE
ONE-MINUTE TESTS to
will be given
detect diabetes Mon-Wed. Nov. 13-}5, 1-4 p.m.,
Building F, sponsored by the Suffolk
chapter of the N.Y. Diabetes Assoc.
For Info call Jenean Sollie 6-7700.
T HE
DE A
INDEPENDENT
for spring 1973
Bring completed

FOR
D L INE
STUDY proposals
is Friday Nov. 17.
proposals to LIBK

301.

SOUNDINGS iSTAFF MEETING at

7:30 p.m., Tues. Nov. 14 SBU 214.
Anyone wishng to submit poetry or
prose to Sounding should #nd copies
of their matrlal, along with a
stamped self-addre
envelope to
Soundings, c/o Stony Brook Inion.
OTHER
SilDE
-COFFEEHOUSE
Mount College Basement Is open. 7
nights a week with great food,
live
and
atmosphere,
pcup.'e.
& Thurs.
Sun
entertainment.
9:30-1:30 a.m., Fri-Sat. 9:30-2t30
a.m.

HARPO'S ICE CREAM PARLOR Is
now open everynight 8 p.m.-1 a.m., 2
a m. Fri. & Sat. nights. Harpo's has
all kinds of Ice cream dishes and
cones. Also hot sandwiches, pinball, a
juke box, cigarettes, and free coffee.
Come on down and try Harpo's
Special. Harpo Marx College, Kelly
A.

1984 may come sooner than 12
years. If you think that protection of
Civil Liberties Is an Important
problem of the '70's and would like

THE SBU presents a series of five
two-hour lectures on "Witcheraft,
Voodoo, and Magick" on Wed. eves,
Nov. 15, 29 a.
6 9-11
22
236. by Dr. Raymond Bu
rond
Hig Phbst of the Ne York CovnW
of Witches and bading authority on
the
'subjwItI

CALL ACTION LINE

to help fonn a campus chapter of the
Americon Civil Liberties Union'call
Bob 7480.

6-

8330

FOR ACTION

JUDICIARY MEETING Tuts. Now.
14. 5 pm., PoNty Ofroe All justlcm
nuoft attend.
m

-
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Have
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Have
Y/
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missed monmma.s cookinff?

--

or

ANTIPASTO ...................
SHRIMP COCKTAIL ..............
BAKED CLAMS .................
SOUP OF THE DAY ................
TOSSED SALAD ..................
MELON IN SEASON
..............

PIZZA

.

CHEESE ......................
SAUSAGE ....................
MUSHROOMS ..................
PEPERS .....................
ANCHOVIES ..................
SICILIAN PIZZA . . . . ..........
CALZONE WITH HAM ..............
BROTHERS SPECIAL ............

cost $12
Who? You

1.90
EGG PLANT PARMIGIANA .........
2.50
SAUSAGE AND PEPPERS .........
2.50
CHICKEN CACCIATORE ..........
VEAL SCALLOPPINE WITH PEPkPRSI . 2.75
VEAL WITH MUSHROOMS .........
2.75
2.75
VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA ......
Above ordersServed With Bread &Butter
Spaghetti, French Fries or Salad

Where? Camp Ahwa, N. J.

I

s

-

i

h

* --

call Linda 475 - 4428
-

-

--

I
-

SALAD PLATES

1.75
1.75
1.7'
50
.50
50

I

Dom beI - 3

HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
SPAGHETTI
ENTREES

APPETIZERS

JEWISH EDUCATION-HERE&B'ARETZ

WEEKEND
SEMINAR

BROOKTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
NESCONSET HIGHWAY & HALLOCK ROAD
751 - 7411

. 1l.10
1.50
1.t0
150
1.75
I5O

.r AL' s

HAMAGSHIMIM

T--BROTHERS TRATTORIA

SPAGHEII - TOMATO SAUCE ...
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS ......
BAKED ZITI ....................
CHEESE RAVIOLI .................
BAKED LASAGNA ...............
MANICOTTI ...................

- -

-

If your organization is

TUNA SALAD ...................
1.10
COTTAGE CHEESE and FRUIT .
...
. t1.10
SARDINES (Individual Can) .........
1.25
TUNA (Individual Can)
v
25 15............
SALMON Individual Can) ............
.1.25
kered with Lettuce & ' Tomatos Pimento & Olies

requesting SPACE in the

SEAFOOD

2.40
2.90
29
2.90
2.90
.4.00
70
.4.50

SWEET, MEDIUM or HOT SAUCE
SCUNGILLI ...................
1190
MUSSELS .....................
FILET OF SOLE .................
FRIED SHRIMP .................
,.a
I... ....
SHRIMP MARINARA,
LOBSTER TAIL - BUTTERSAUCE
;
.............
OR MARINARA

- -^-^ ^- ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^Stony
^ ^^ ^^Brook
^ ^^ ^^ Union
^^ ^^ ^l^
.1.90

.1.90
2.75
.2.75

please attend the

2.75

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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-

-
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COMMUTERS

II
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UNIONHOUSE &

LSAT

OPERA TIONS

W RKSHOPI

i

Cam"
now
fomiAg
in
preparation for Dec. 16Mb
LSAT.
ad
aecdique
Proven
^
metbodology. Verified
\ l
tanding scbievement.
of
^ :
diction of law
Under
4
I
of
:Xtaff
and
professp
I
flysAmic
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GOT A PROBLEM?

COMMI TT.EE.

t

DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO?

meeting

t

Come to the Commuter Information
and Assistance Center at

-

-

l

X.

-

I

-~~~~~~--- - Nwo can~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tell
a bug~~~~~~~
by
Its cover.~~~~~~~~~~

i
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<
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I
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SBU 258
6:00 pm

mVL

[

izqm
{

AT GRAY COLLEGE.
---

sw

le to %d %a%f

»: *
rI-

MEETING TONIGHT AT 7:00 PM

I

INSTITUTE
450 7th Av. (34th St.)
New York City.
594-1970 & 695_261, ^'

Gray College.
Open 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

Polity Office

°ve70051n

0

A

I
"I

GRAND OPENING

_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

D eannals
Place

I
II
II
I

Folk Singers

I
I

BOB f MICKEY ROCKS

II

So new and different you won't know it's a Volkswagen once you're inside.
THE 1973 SUPER BEETLE

Novmbe 16

WADE KRAUSS (of S1tny Brook)

Few things in life work

HAPPY HOUR
7:30 to 8:30 pm

aswell

asa V

lkswogn.

jefferson volkswagen, inc.

ALL DRINKS HALF PRICE
I

1

2S5 Jericho Tpk., Smothtowl
one block -st of Bally BMkles
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Varsity Basketball Scrimmage No. 2

A_

,

Intramurals

Patriots' Offense Advances
- By ALAN H.- FALLICK
James Jones lay on the floor; so did the referee's
œwhistle. Dave Stein sat on the bench; so did Chris Ryba.
Bill Graham played "shoot the ball through the hoop";
so did Carl Kaiser.'
These events were part of Saturday's varsity
basketball scrimmage against the Dowling Golden Lions
in the Stony Brook gym. After outplaying Farmingdale
last Tuesday, the Patriots took on Dowling, a four-year
school which compiled an 18-8 record last year. The
morning's work consisted of four 20 minute scrimmage,
in which no score was kept.
"They have a real good possibility to do a good job
this year," said Dowling coach Dick Berg in describing
the Pats. "They're ahead of where they were last year (at
this time)."
There are two ways, especially, in which Stony Brook
is advanced: aggressiveness and offense. First, lets
consider aggressiveness.
Jones Hits The Floor
James Jones. Playing in a manner which would make
Lloyd Bridges proud,, Jones hit the floor several times in
diving for loose balls. Example: Jones knocks the ball
away from a Dowling guard, dives after it, and recovers
it. While on his back, Jones pes the ball to Bill
Graham, coming out of backcourt, who dribbles
halfcourt and lays the ball in.
The most aggressive player on the court, Jones
:
acquired ten fouls, significantly more than anyone else.
"I try to be s aggressive as possible," Jones said. '"If you
play aggressive, you tend to get a lot of fouls."
;
He unintentionally gained a measure of revenge by
K directing the ball into the referee's mouth, causing the
official's whistle to fall. Jones, as always, was charged
with a foul.
The other Patriots said that any of the players would
dive for a loose ball if given the chance, noting that
Jones happened to be in the right place at the right time.
'They don't want to say that I hustled my ass off,"
rebutted Jones.
Ryba, Stein Hit The Bench
y
Center Chris Ryba sat out the scrimmages with
aslightlysprainedankle, while the Pats' other center
candidate, Dave Stein, briefly sat down. for other
reasons.
i

H.

"Second art on the big man!"' yelled the referee,

calling a technical foul. Stein walked to the bench,
laughing. "It's just a scrimmage,"' Stein said in disbelief.
"He totally missed the whole thing, and people were
cimbing my back all day, so I had to say something."
What obnoxious vulgarity did Stein say to the referee?
"You're blind," he said. Pat co-captain Arthur King
suggeited that Stein should have said the same thing to
the referee, except more politely.
Stein's physical activity on the court was sporadic.

With King playing, Stein seemed relegated to a back seat
role for rebounding. With Kig on the bench, Stein took
charge. "Arthur's the one man who can make the team
go0, explained Stein. 'If I go in for Arthur, I try to fill
Arthur's role."'
King's role has caned this season. He is no longer
the sole Patriot around the basket, and is being counted
on for stronger defense thi season. "Last year I played
defense by outscoring my mani he said.
Pat coach Don Coveleski saw his squad's biggest
problem as being unable to become totally involved in a
game. "Making a good shot, and letting the other team
run all the way down and score a quick layup," was not
Coveleski's idea of total involvement.

Charles Spiler
I

Conratulatis to those fortunate teams that have
earned the oportui to pcpate In pyoff rivalry.
Whether or not they har earned the rUght or conived
their way has no oncodeeable sglcance. The fact is
that they are there! Right?
Intramural football playoff rules deviate from regular
season rules with regard to tie contets. Instead of the
traditional sudden death period, a four down rule is
-used. With the ball
at midfleld, ach squad Xs
permitted one play at a ti
to agitate the football. At
tile onclusion of each down, the ball remans In the new
position and the ommR"g team is given an opptuniy.
After each team has rin four plays, the position of the
football with respect to the midfield stripe supposedly
determines the superior team. In the event of a
touchdown, the ball is placed back at the staring point
pnoiUo
Hobert Scnwarf,
with the scoring team given 50 yards credit.
AGGRESSIVENESS DOES NOT MEAN SECURITY:
Patriot James Jones, "an agressive player," learns that a
Football }Myoffs
basketball can attract a crowds And in a corner, even
In first round action, ILA1 halted EP3A3B, 2.0.
agressiveness doesn't help.
Tough defense prevailed as EP3A3B failed to penetrate a
Stein explained the playeres viewpoint. "In certain past midfield. Joe Marsich determined the outcome as he
situations, I think I'm a player, and then the next time I found an opening in the EP offensive line. Result:
Dy

get my ass beat," he said. "And then I say I gotta go out
and play offense. . and it starts all over." After scoring,
he said, "Your name's flashing in lights. . you're running
back, applause echoing in your ears. . and boom, you're
beat again.''
Graham Hits With Experience
One of the most enthusiastic Patriots after the
scrimmage was Graham, a forward whose scoring was
unproductive most of last year. "Offense is a matter of
timing, a matter of knowing who you're playing, and
adjusting to different situations," he said. "I was a scorer
last year, but I wasn't taking good shots because I didn't
know how to get them."
Graham then pointed to Bob O'Keefe and Rich Wrase.
"They can shoot the eyes out of a basket, but it's going
to take them a while to learn where they can take their
shot," Graham said.
Doe& Covcski enjoy sei G
am ong
from
outside, where he is unable to rebound? "Yes," said the
coach, "especially when he makes it." If that's the case,
Coveleski must have had a splendid morning Sturday
watching his team outclass Dowling.
The Pats' shooting statistics were impressive. Graham,
notching his Stony Brook high, tallied 25 points, and
shot an impressive .631 from the floor. The team's total
field goal percentage was an impressive 50 per cent. Carl
Kaiser was no slouch either, netting 16 points.
The Team Hits Often
"'We don't take bad shots,"'said Coveleski. "We're all
good shooters." But is the team prepared for next
Tuesday's Red-White game, which signifies the start of
the season? "We have a long way to go as far as being
ready," said the coach. The players are aware.
Coveleski told them: "December is very imporat
You have the [Sehaefer] tournament and Hunter [top
opposition for conference crown]. You did a decent job
today, but nowhere near what we want. We can
dominate a game if we want. We have to be in shape we have to be in condition."'
Next Tuesday, Stony Brook fans will see if Coveleski's
goals are realized; or, at the very least, if the players
realize Coveleski's goals.
See scoring statistics on page 16.

Women's Field Hockey
The
Offense
Impotent Strikes

Again

ih-e Inpotent Iffnse Srikles IAgain

By LYNNE R. PARENTI
The Stony Brook women's field hockey team played
its last gme of the mason Thusday afternoon at Wagner
Clege. Tlbq bost, 2-1, and in many ways this gmme ws
d ive of the w
semon.
he team's overall recor Is 2-3-2. "It was not an
unsuccessful
o," said Stony Brook coach 1n
Hutt, noting
t et hat there wet fewer koss than
wins and tis. But it w stfll not what anyone cold
o.
term a wnning
The fatha the Patbiots could scome only orne goad
to W es de
, but to the Pats'
wa not due soeA
inality to scare gos. Hutton saw this as the team's
major problem all year. T1ere lad been
a
individual performances this Wo , but the offense
never preented my
attack. Stony Brook has
scored only six goals in sevenpmes, and hasbeen shut
out twie.

with

p

The Patriots, playing with only ten players, did an

amiable job against Wagner. Centerbhalf Pegy VoU,
who had done some o
tanding work as a guard, fel ll,
and the game tm
e
ed wtthlas
othets frm paying.
AU the coring was done in the scoad half. Mage

Hayden swod Stony Brook's goW.
up a emebdo
t, an four or
be

had to put
a

hewas able to put the ballpatthe

Wager gosie. But Patriot goaie Bob M
have as n
aexay,
he
t
scored jst enough to win

e-iened W

Ie

e_ didn't

safety.

A second Langmuir squad remained in contention as
ILA3 eliminated FD2A3A, 13-0. With clocklike
regularity, the ILA3 monster prevailed. Alan Brum
confused the defenders by heaving 40 yards to Jim
Paduane for six points. Bernard Singer offered additional
assistance as he sliced three yards through the FD
defensive fine to assure a Lagmuir triumph.
FD2B3B won a scoreless tie with EOEO by
penetrating into EOEO's territory in a thrilling overtime.
With FD on offense and the ball on their own half of the
field, a Tom Muench pass intended for Arnie Klein was
intercepted by EOEO. However, the referee had the final
say in signaling pas interference for the FD victory.
Throughout the game, Kenny Edelman's relentless
defensive infiltration kept EOEO from scoring.
TD2B3B defeated BCB012, 8-7. BWds Gregg Wanglass
46 yamu to CMam _Neufen,
found the Ifn,* aonne
Ralph Freselone infiltrated BC's secondary and received
a 35 yard TD pan. The two point conversion propelled
TD2B3B one step further.
The tough Thunder Chickens aipantly sedated the
conniving Pranksters, 60, as quatera Martin Abe
squeezed, slipped and slid his way into the end zone.
However, an alert member of the Pranksters brought up
the fact that Abram wasmneigiblei since he had
graduated last year. So much for the Thunder Chickens.
Coe Football
Ruth Benedict, plagued by the results of November 7,
failed to appear against Edgar Allen Poe. Asked why,
Benedict replied that recounting the votes encompassed
all their time.
With a ,dashes advantage, George Gershwin shut out
Othmar Am
,nn
10-0. Both squads, incapable of
perfoming at peak efficiency due to stormy weather
conditions found the ground unqualified for running.
Ken Brous, hared by Amann defenders and plagued
by the weather, nevertheless telegraphed a 10 yard
S.O.S. to Kent Bukowski for the score. An additional
three points on Bukowskis field goal put the game out
of reach with less than two minutes remaining to play.
Although approximately 200 persons live in Benjamin
Cardozo, they found it difficult to simultaneously
procure seven players to participate against Frede.ick
Dou ' starting seven.
muir shriveled Theodore Dreiser 20-G. Ted
Irving
Chasanoff skillfutly evaded the carging Dreiser line and
contributed 12 -points. Alan Rosenblatt terminated a
Dreiser attack by intercepting and racing 25 yards for
the score. A 35 yard Gary Han TD reception from Ed
Nash salbged a score for the losers.
Edgpr Allen Poe annihilated Stage XI, 44-0. Jeff
perfection while MUrk
p
Gideon dispayed
a receiving peecion as the duo
cwartz d
poOM of 35, 40, and 45 yardis.
_onnected on TD
a Gideo 45 yarder to extend
Levine aSo aepd
M
runn ng
d
emnstrating ti
te smountable
added an _a1donal 12
ability, Levine and S
poins. A Ted Kbnghowe sfety mded ou the Poe
exhbion

n

With the 1972 son now hitory, the teem is hoing
only one player to g dan, tf
Anea Arlotta.
Now that the
wa
have a
ey
ude r
their belts, the Pats swul

be able to score more and

win more games next yew. That'ssothing H
her team can look

r

Rea uitbnet Is now tAkiri pam for the Stony
rook w
Om
s bIrfmtbN tem--AN wevnew

Coach Sandro
WeedS

In tiee

, roog 10.

and

to in the months aead
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Gridmen Out-Offensed in Loss to N. Y. Toech
(Continued from page I b)
Tech's second possession of the period
began on its own 28 yeard line. The
quarterback, who completed 11 of 22
passes in the game, culminated a
well-executed drive bv tossing six yards
to his split end.
A fumble on the ensuing kickoff gave
Tech an opportunity to increase their
11 New York Tech
38
7 12
8
lead before the half ended. But a 43 yard
0 27
13
14
Stony Brook
0
field goal attempt sailed wide to the reft
and the 82 Pats went into the locker
Stony Brook Scoring:
room at halftime, trailing 19-13.
Bentley 2 run (B
y)
Pats Can't Move
Henley 78 kickoff return (kick failed)
At the start of the third quarter, the
Spence 26 pass from Flynn (Broadus kick)
Patriots still had trouble generating an
Henley 4 pass from Flynn (Broadus kick)
offense, and Tech began moving as they
did in the first half. But linebacker Alan
Team Statstics:
Frankel intercepted his second pass of the
Tech
SB
season, interrupting the Tech drive.
Offensive Plays
74
42
Later in the period, a blocked punt
First Downs
15
6
gave the Pats a great scoring opportunity
Yards Rushing
125
78
on the Tech 32. Flynn lofted a 26 yard
Yards Passing
214
50
Yards Lost Attempting to Paw
touchdown pass to split end Bud Spence,
7
0
who had quarterbacked in Stony Brook's
TOTAL YARDAGE
33b
128
previous two games. Broadus' kick put
the Pats on top, 20-19.
Individual Statistics:
Tech Strikes Back
Rushing:
Salvadore
7-26; Bentley 8-23, 1 TD;
Tech struck back quickly, however,
Henley 7-16; Flynn 5-13
with a 62 yard touchdown pass. They
Passing: Flynn 4-12 50 yards, 2 TD. 1
then added a two point conversion pass
interception; Spence 0-3, 1 interception.
to secure a seven point advantage.
Receiving: Spence 2-37, 1 TD; Henley 2-13, 1 TD.
Stony Brook promptly retaliated as I
Bentley returned the kickoff 43 yards to
»/A*»-»/A*$;,p
-. i
I =
votern
r
mt-,es
flop
-a effort to drag
down a News Y Lrk Tech player ahead of the field. It was all in vain
the Tech 32. The Pats then showed off a
though, as the 29-yard touchdown pass gave Tech its winning points.
little razzle-dazzle. Flynn rolled out to
the left, but threw a lateral pass back to touchdown pass. lYe kick knotted the to Henley, netting about nine and a half
caused the lateral to fall into the hands of
Spence on the right side of the field. score again at 27.
yards. This left the Pats with a crucial a Tech linebacker, who returned the ball
Spence then fired the ball downfield for
On the first play of the final period,
fourth down play on the Tech 38.
to midfield. A field goal from the 12 yard
tight end Mark Raisch. The Tech however, Tech moved in front with a 29
Flynn's sneak attempt fell inches short
line gave Tech the 38-27 victory.
defender managed to bat the ball away, yard TD aerial and a two point
and Stony Brook relinquished the ball on
but in doing so was penalized for pass conversion pass.
downs.
This loss virtually eliminates the Pats
interference.
On their next possession, the Pats
Tech, however, was forced to punt,
from any possible post-season play,
First and Goal
twice
attempted
that
same and a bad snap from center gave the Pats although they did play a gutsy game. The
This gave the Pats a first and goal Flynn-Spence-Raisch
flea-flicker play,
a great chance to tie the score. But on
Patriots close out the season against
situation on the eight yard line. On third and failed. Then resorting to the more first down on the
Manhattan college next Saturday at
23, Flynn, attempting
down, Flynn hit Henley for a four yard conventional passing attack, Flynn fired
to pitch out to Henley, was hit hard. This home.
C~~~~~~~~~~~
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Trio Brings Booters Victory

SolZ, AaronS and Peter:
It Couldn't Be Sweeter

u-t , ; '
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KILL THE QUARTERBACK: Jim McDaniels of Stony Brook rushes the New York
Tech passer. Apparently he wasn't in time to do too much damage.
-
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By MAIT CAHANEY
half ended, yet Stony Brook seemed to
In their second comeback victory of have all the momentum.
the season, sparked by team captains
The second half, however, produced a
Solomon Mensah, Aaron George, and
virtual stalemate. With 80 seconds left,
Peter Goldschmidt, Stony Brook defeated
Cario Mazarese passed to co-captain
Pratt on Saturday 3-2. The match was Goldschmidt, who scored on a beautiful
played during a downpour, with the field
play.
a sea of mud.
The Pats ended their league season
It looked as though Pratt would have ranked seventh in a field of nine
an easy victory as Stony Brook's defense
contenders. The season won't be a total
couldn't hold them back, and the Pats disaster, however, if Stony Brook beats
fell behind 2-0 in the opening minutes of New York Tech tomorrow. A victory
play. Lately, Stony Brook has been would give the 5-6 Pats a .500 overall
plagued by slow starts which has caused record and a relatively satisfying season.
them to be scored upon quickly.
Yesterday's game against LIU was
The first goal was scored on a corner
cancelled; LIU which has captured the
kick, and the second score occurred soon league crown and an NCAA tournament
after when a Pratt player took a direct bid, had nothing to gain but injuries. In
shot and scored. Where wasn't much all likelihood, Ramsey himself wasn't too
Patriot goalie Mark Wilke could do as unhappy as LIU is ranked seventh in the
Pratt made a home in Stony Brook
nation.
territory.
With the score 2-0 Patriot coach John
Basketball
Ramsey decided to gamble and make
Scrimmage Stats
several changes in the lineup. He put his
smallest players in the backfield because
FGM-A
FrM-A
TP
they have the advantage on defense in
Graham
12-19
14
25
rainy conditions. He moved his three best
King
8-15
6-9
22
scorers, who also happen to be the team
Stein
8-16
0-3
16
captains, up to the front line, hoping to
Kaiser
4-6
8-14
16
score before the end of the first half.
Jones
2-6
3-4
7
His strategy worked as Hector Fabrelle
McNelis
3-4
0-0
6
passed to co-captain Mensah, who scored
Munick
3-8
0-0
6
singlehandedly on a fine play. Stony
Singer
2-5
00
4
Brook then got their first break of the
Skrenta
1-2
0-0
2
game when co-captain George was
O'Keefe
14
0-2
2
awarded a corner kick, and put the ball
Wrase
0-3
0-0
0
past the Pratt goalie for Stony Brook's
44-88
18-36
106
second score. It was a tie game when the LSTEAM
-
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-
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Politys Transmogrification of PSC
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In the October 15, 1972 issue of
Statesman, an article headlined 'Program
and Services Council Discusses Polity Club
Funding' outlined new procedures for
allocating money to Polity clubs by the
PSC. The following are excerts from that
news story:
'The committee has allocated [monies]
out of a budget...to fund programs and
services sponsored and initiated by these
organizations [Polity Clubs].
'...Any club or organization which
requires financial assistance will have to
submit a 'detailed budget and description
of the event and the date planned' by the
15th of the month preceeding the month
for the scheduled activity.
'Only programs scheduled for the
following month are to be considered. Any
special program, such as programs requiring
more advanced funding verification, would
be submitted separately as early as possible.
It is emphasized that the PSC will finance
only events of interest to the general
University Community and will not finance
any program of major proportion.
'All decisions on funding will be made
after all requests for the month have been
reviewed. Decisions will be based on the
appeal of an event to the most students. In
this way, the PSC hopes that clubs will try
to orient themselves toward the greatest
number of students.'

VOLUME 16 NUMBER 18

PSC, the on campus equivalent to CAC
(Community Action Council), has been in
existence for more than a year now. Last
year, it was a righteous organization. It
appears that this year it has become a
tainted caucus at the whim of the
Executive Council.
Rules have been broken, exceptions have
been made, strings have been pulled, and,
most seriously, organizational guidelines
and procedures have been totally ignored.
All of these things have occurred in rapid
succesion, and without regard for the
student
body-the citizens of the
university community.
We are outraged by Polity President Rich
about
remark
nonsensical
Yolken's
balancing the politics of the PSC. It is not a
matter of forming a coalition government ,
but of maintaining an objective, financially
responsible body of students who have the
interest of other students in mind.
We demand that Mr. Yolken and the rest
of his self-serving appointees--Messrs.
Levine and Wollenstein--step down as
members of the PSC and make room for
concerned students, without regard to
political orientation.
PSC should not be in existence simply at
the pleasure of the Polity president, or
anyone else for that matter.

Students Police Your Dormitories
The rising campus theft rate may decline
sharply following Saturday morning's arrest
of a non-student, on charges of second
degree burglary.
Campus police are optimistic that the
arrest marked the end of a recent rash of
"open-door" rip-offs across the campus. We
aren't so sure.
Although the prompt calls of Whitman
College residents and efficient action by
campus police indicate the beginnings of a
between
cooperation
much-needed
students and Security, it won't go very far
against the invitation of unlocked suites
and rooms.
Among the various security problems
Stony Brook faces, unlocked rooms is
perhaps the most trivial and foolish flaw.
The unlocked and open door begs for a
robbery. The quick easy theft from an
open suite or room renders petty cash,
credit cards and other saleable, but not

bulky, valuables. This "quicky" robbery
can become very lucrative.
It is sad enough that traditional targets
such as the Main Desk or Cafeterias, where
a regular exchange of money takes place
should be the object of theft. It is more
disheartening to have robbery rampant in
your homes, by invitation. As long as you,
the resident, continue to leave. doors
unlocked, rooms unattended, suites open,
you will be subject to this type of theft. As
and
simple
ignore
you
as
long
simpleminded precautions, you ask for
theft through your own negligence.
That void, left by Saturday's arrest, is all
too easily filled. ..with your cooperation.
Lock your doors. Don't leave rooms
unattended and open. Ask suspicious
people for identification. Call Security
promptly if anything suspicious occurs.
It is your job to keep your home safe.
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Nixon and the Draft: Another Deception
'plan aordingly.
Unless there is a major h e In
expected military manpower needs,
men with RSN's above 100 do not
Woe any probability of induction
during 1973.
We hope this information may be
useful to you in helping to plan your
future.
Sincerely,
Byron V. Pepitone
Acting Director,
Service
Selective
System
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'TELL ME I'M DREAING...'

1l

'y*BURTROSS,
RICH WOLLENSTEIN
AND DAVID EAGLE
The following letter was obtained
from a egistanmt who received it from
his local draft board.

Dear Registrant,
During the past two weeks, an
unusually high number of inquiries
have been made regarding the future
need for draft calls. Some of these
may have been the outgrowth of
President
Nixon's
recent
announcements
predicting
that
peacetime dependence on conscription
can probably be ended next July.
The purpose of this letter is to
clarify as much as possible the
likelihood of your being inducted
during 1973. As you probably know,
you and other young men bom in
1953 will be e
e of the 1973
First Priority Selection Group. Unless
you are deferred or exempted, this
means that your relative chane for
induction are related to your lottery
number.
We will soons order all men of hee

1973 Frst Priority Selection Group
with lottery numbers of 75 and below
for preinduction armed forces physical
and mental examinations. Although
we do not know yet whether
inductions will be required during the
first six months of 1973, there is every
likelihood that the Army will require
some draftees. If so, some portion of
the men with lottery numbers through
75 will be ordered for induction in
order to fill calls.
The President and Secretary Laird
have indicated that inductions beyond
July first are not likely to be required.
If this proves to be correct, men with
RSN's [Random Sequences Numbers]
of 76 and above will not be called.
Although the President and Secretary
Laird have said that conscription could
probably be ended by July, they ago
said that there are some conditions
that must be met before the end of
inductions can be a reality. Thus,
though there is a strong probability
that they will not be called, men with
RSN's from 76 through 100 should
keep in mind that there is a possibility
that they will be called and should

Many people are under the
misapprehension that the Draft has
ended. We, as Draft counselors, have
found that such is not -the ae. From
the above stated letter, it is obviousthat the Nixon Administration has
:once again duped the American public.
A ccording
to
a
public
announcement this past summer,
President Nixon has deemed a
"Peacetime" conscription after June
30, 1973, ps unnecessary. This
decision was, in all probability, based
on the success of the VOLAR
(Volunteer Army) pErorm and the
political appropriateness at such a
time. There have been conflicting
reports on the success of the VOLAR
program. As far as we know, Nixon
believes it to be successful. In regard
to the
present election, this
announcement has served its political
purpose of imbuing in the people a
hilse and premature hope.
With this announcement, Nixon has
lured many into his trap. According to
the above stated letter, the -Nixon
Admin
tion has gone ahead with
pans to call up those men with
Random Sequence Numbers (RSN) of
up to 75 for pe4nduction physicals.
Ixdrectly the, administration is
prepaing tthe cattle for slaughter.

Those men who were bom in 1953 or
before
are
being
called
for
'pre-induction physicals during the last
ithree months of this year. This
Spertains to men who have no
deferments or are losing theirs at the
end of May, 1973 (1973 graduates).
Intuitively, it seems as though the
Nixon Administration plans to induct
as many men next year as they are
inducting this year - up to RSN 95.
Those men with RSN's up to 75
should be especially cautious in the
actions they take regarding the Draft
next year.. Any feelings of security are
dangerous. Men with numbers 76-100
should be cautiously aware that they,
too, can be called ifthe RSN ceiling is
set as high as it is now. Nixon only
aid he'd end the Draft call-ups by
June 30, 1973. He never said anything
about discontinuing it until July.

We in the Draft counseling
oommunity at Stony Brook have
looked into the matter and have found
that the -local- boards are doing
"business as usual." The Draft
counseling
community
in
the
metropolitan area has had a sudden
upurge of business. This seems to
indicate a greater attuning to the
possibilities
of
the
Nixon
announcement.
This m
is not meant to scare
people; it is only to warn them of the
possibilities
of
over-confidenee.
Remember: Richard Nixon wasn't
called Tricky Dick for nothing.
If you do want to discuss your
individual problems e
g the
Draft, Draft coseling isavailable to
the University and surrounding
community (including all workers)
every Wednesday from 12 noon to
1:30 pmn, in Room 214 of the Union.
The witem are draft counselors at
aS.U.SB.)

S. U. N. Y. as an Omnipresent Forcek
By DANIEL BROOKOFF
By virtue of its struture and
policies, the State University of New
York has

blhed itself as an

omnipresent force on this campus and
that ha resulted in, among other
things, an intrusion into one of the
most private and peoal parts of our
I
lives as students, just plain Americans,

and ever plainer human beings (you
bknow what I mean.) College life,
II
practien and
ably even
Icollege
college food have caused charges in
the drives and desires that govern a
great many of our actions (you know
what I'm talking about).
I realize that I am treading on thin
ice in handling this subject but I feel
that I can deal with it employing the
isensitivity and taste that it so sorely
deserves (that's right - SEX!!!). This
istitution's
blatantly
e
ve,
overtly radical
and
downright
,perverted
policies
concerning
coeducational relations have curdled
the cream of America's youth. I hope
that Preidnt Toll and the Board of
Trustees are really happy with what
they have done to the innocent,
nssuming young who came here
seeking education and enlightenment
and
it
found
themselves
ansformed into lewd, wanton and
lascivious hippies and groupies. I cry
for these young people, I rage for
these young people.
This tragic situation has so affected
me that, when my inside sources
I
Jinformedme of yet another episode of
dis eful behavior among students, I
had to kick my roommate in the head
and break six of his Ricky Nelson
II
recrds, just so that I could calm down
I tothe point where I could knock my

door off lt hingae and tear diwater
fntain off the wall. Of ouse, I do
not expget oter to be

P
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as

mesed

over this situation as I am, because
Aey have not been presented with the
evidence that my team of investigators
and myself have uncovered. In this
column, I will present some of this
evidence and you, faithful readers w
finally be able to see thing. as they
really are. (I'm going to tell it as it
exists.)
One of the major University policies
that has led students astray is the
infirmary's position on birth control.
The infirmary has had the audacity to
prescribe birth control pills to young
co-ed who obviously don't know any
better. Those people who have had
medical training should know tbat
these plls ae virtual aphrodisiacs. I
don't a" what
asexual notables"
such as Dr. David Reuben, Masder and
Johnson or Gloria Canr have to say it is common knowledge that the Pillis
directly tied to lewd behavior. As a
case inpoint, I will recount an episode
that occurred recently in the Tabler
parking lot.
The University and
Statesman ave tried hard to suppress
information relating to this Incident,
but my cracked investigating team
nant be stopped when the public
goodis at stake.
It seems that a young co-ed was
seated in the front penger's seat of a
Vol6w ag n in the Tabler lot at seven
o'clock one evening. She was waiting
for her boyfriend when she suddenly
realized that she hadn't taken her Pill
(the Pill that had been pebibedby
the infirmary) for three days. Istead
of putting her boyfriend off until the
end of the month, the girl decided to
catch up on her Pill cycle in one
swllow. As could be expected, the girl
had taken an overdose of birth control
pills and in the resulting fit of
promiscuity she bea
boplly
eaged in Xe
the
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gir was found in this condition,
mta called in.
pus
Secu
Working at emergency pace, the
intrepid
ins
of our safety
promptly towed the gid to Herb's
Auto Body Shop (Route 25A near
Nesconset Highway). since the car was
of a foreign make, Herb felt that he
was in over his head and referred the
case to a specialist (Al's Grease Joint,
Jersey City). He did, however, charge
the infirmary $45 for aconsultation."
Had it not been for the University's
liberal policies, this girt would not
have had to undergo such tribulation.
story will probably be denied
by the Ad
srationbut you have it
on good authority that it's true. After
alls, it wouldn't be printed it it wasn't.
My investigators are currently looking
into the charge that H-quad cafeteria is
putting Spanish Fly in its mashed
potatoes and I should soon be able to
come up with an analysis of the
problem.
Besides promoting and facitating
improper relations among students,
the University is guilty of causing
perversion among many students particulady those who have chosen to

btudy
-by
Make science their feld of
pressuring science students to be
promicuous and by subjeting them
to difficult curricula. A case in point is
that of freshmen chemistry students
whose high involvement with tests and
lab reports has them fantasizing
-stuations involving voluptuous girls,
calorimeters and analytica balances.
More and more, after treating his best
gir to a lavish meal in the buffeteria,
the fLeshman chem student will lure
her to his room with all sorts of
romantic promises. When they arrive,
the poor boy will tie a burette to his
head, wrap the giri in litmus paper and
try
to
titrate"
her.
This
school-imposed
perversion
is
disgraceful! (A variation on this
practice is used in Kelly quad. Instead
of wrapping the girt in litmus paper,
the boy will douse her with
phenolphthalein - a more accurate
indicatior.)
As you can now see, the sexual
situation imposed upon us by SUNY is.
atrocious. In future articles, I will
further illustrate this problem with
more hot stories. For now, all I can
say is: Administration, you had better
buttan vnur fiv sad kh&a un

*

SA.B.

Is Misinformed

The student fees that have been
An Open Letter to the SAB 1
to
the Union are
Exeuve Boad:
admiserd by the P m
To the Editor:
Development Committee, a student
I have just read your letter to the
body.
editor, which was printed In the
Iastly, we are not unpon e
Tuesday, November 7 issue of
to student needs as you so declared.
Statesn. As it was filled with
isinfoation, I am offering this
I have offered my personal
aosiane to many SAB poel
reply to your letter.
includinRay Bronson, Larry Heit
First of all, the ACU-I
and others, many fimes. I an yet to
conference. was for students and
be taken up on my offers.
ions throughout
staff of ollege
If you an sincere about working
this region. In hact, the v
for every tudent, the I expect to
majoity (about 80 per cent of the
bear from you in the near future so
delegates were students and not
that together we my effect better
"&ad inisators" a you pointed
for
and moxe diverse
out.
the stdents of t unsi. Iam
As far as being "hired workes
in my office (SBU room 271) fomn
Mprofit," none of the saff
mseekg
9 to 5 every day (and usually later
remueao
any
receives
) and remain
and on wee
whatsoever how any student funds
at
le to an and all *ts
a
or acitvtes. Unlike the Polity
dl times.
office staff, we are paid by the state
Kery L SWAY
so that the administration of Union
PFEgram
Ionsultant
ing.
proga cost the students
QWM~~~~~~~~~
-aocated

LU

I
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S.B.U. Is for Students
but rm begnning to think you
have two lists of clients, those you
teat with -- res and those that
you "dont
ae
a s--t for." On
November 5,1 aIied at the Union
to find that our resed room wu
stfl1 in the men that the conference
previousbad left. You bad made no
to dea it. (No, I donst
prons
conide one page alone sicient
ed to a
provisions.) Yes, we
saller room, but we had made
faith!
that Wservation km

An Open Letter t the M

V)
-CL)I I
r

l)

ement
of the S.B.U.
To the Editor:
I would like to protet your
tion
atest act of tacit ds
against students. On 11 am. of
Wednesday, November 8, I receved
a call from one of your seaies
dlub's
Newman
cancelling
248
room
for
reservation
that
ds
nntly. Icon
pe
you would want to acommodate
h Yop
ins
those skdents
f*nte
by having a room wiot
aiable. But, I mnde those
iOadvance This is my
Re o
muPch different from the policy you
took on October 28-19. On those
had a conference booked
hou
dates,
and on dates, Newman Communi
re
and other student groups
blithely told there wa no room for
-onferC-e
Iwm booked
them. The
well inadv
e.
Another point: I don't know
how you've treated other s
--

-

I

Li

I L-

cold

A

xm

nmeru

other such incidents to Newman
alone.
Hou
many
do you
perpetae on the students as a
whole? I thought this was the
STUDENT UNION - when did it
Union for the
become the
ffon of College Unions, or
the Union of the Asocation of
dsool Guidance CouseWs?
C
_nsanceKobyldz
ASdent Sp"Metative
for New
Co
i
--

--

A Strike to Fight Racism
who try to fill our
administo
heads with racist filth, and joining
with campus workers to shut down
the school. There was almost no
prs
P
ove age of the strike. When
back students fight racism in the
Woa.
unitersity, the pes says
For exmple, we all know about
the murder of white students at
Kent State, yet how many of us
know about the murder of black
at JaIson State? The
d
1osiana students asked a black
member of Houston S.DJS. and
Pgressive Labor Party to speak at
a state-wide meeting they had.
nternational SAYS. sent letters of
solidait to them and promised
we would carry the fight
wtat
A
s.
asm to an1 a
a st
Southeas University student wl be
,oming to New York soon to talk
about what they did and S.D.S. will
try to have him speak at Stony
Brook aso.

-Tothe Editor:
One of the most important
events happening this yew on any
college ampus has been.going on at
at
and
University
Southern
.A
Gramblin College in Lo
nine day strike of stude and
campus workses has shut the school
down. The strike ended a few days
ago when the governor sent in the
National Guard, but not before
giving in to eight of tihe 12
demands. Some of the demands
were: better food in the fetea,
for
conditions
living
better
students, rehire the campus woI
find for sympathizing with the
students' demands, and the firing of
a Pofesso Knapp, who taug the
e
ument that ba
Jensenite
d
to wi
genetically if
the Southern VJP., who backed
Knapp to the hilt. Why is this so
importan and why so little pres
coverage? Grambg and Sou
e
black
aI
r of
Tbe strike centered on a
t
isse: -fS
vital
and
,
np rofeso
d

MPges
Mebrof S.DS.ad
-

L.
U-

lbor
E

b~

WUSB Support ,Is Great
To the Editor:|
I feel that I must make objection
to the statements that Cliff Thier
made in the column "Rape of
Stony Brook . . . Part Two" in the
Friday, Nov. 10 issue of Stae
situation
the
In regard to
srounding the application for an
FM radio station here on the Stony
Brook campus. While it is true that
I have not always agreed with the
Stony Brook Administration in
management,
to
regard
programming and nancial policies
for the proposed station, I feel it
to
d*" up Cis
nees
staement that the reaon for the
station's delay lies on campus in the
persn of one or many individuals.
Throughout the almost two year
ordeal we've ex enced with this
Brook
Stony
project, he
ion, I beiteve, has in all
Admin
honesty tried to expedite the
involved process of FM license
States
the
application that
(Albany) bureaucrcy does its best
to prevent. We have enthustdic
statements of support from Dr.
Toll, the Stony Brook Council,
ftculty and sItff. Stony Brook
wants and is ready for a
university-community radio station.
For once in the four years that I1ve
been here, I believe there has been
real concrete coopeation between
University
the
of
members
commas.
The FM situation as it stands
now is this. Our proposal must be
channeled through the Chancellor's
eventual
with
office
acceptance/denial by the State
University of New York's Board of
fo Il
any
before
Trustees
application can be made to the
Communications
Federal
Commission. November marks the
this
that
month
thirteenth
procedure has been followed. The
accuses for-delay over the past year
are too numerous, unbelievable and
outrageous for me to go into in this
letter. From the point of view of
ble;
Albany, each excuse was jus
fom my standpoit, they are
decions that might just cause us to
lose the one fequency on the FM
band that would allow us to cover
the area we have to -

It is hoped that our proposa,
along with those of three other
state schools, will be acted upon at
the November meeting of the
Trustees. If not, the people in
Albany will have to furnish us with
a real substantia excuse or else
they are going to be met with
collective activity on the part of the
school stations involved as well as
that of students, (aculty, staff and
the community (yes, i Suffolk
County residents) at lag.
such major
that
hope
I
confrontation will not have to take
place, but if it does, that it will
slnt,
i
follow a pattern of
and
mmunication
rational
that
hing ould
t
involvement, so
ito the
Incated
really be
policies of the State of New York.
While I have the opportunity, let
me answer another question that I
ooned
os
have been
with - the reason for the lack of
dting.
b
ful on-cmpus-only
There are two reasons for thisone financial,
ntial
one cir
each dependent on the other. The
fake expectations of the eady
arrival of the FM station required a
budget that etet Mae "mm tar Mn

ependitures that could be used to
revamp the carrier current station
(dormitory reception only). Now
that I have been able to put into
focus the tre situationand reality
of the FM station, the staff of
WUSB has been able to devote
more time and especially more
money on the AM system. I am
happy to report that Roth and
Kelly quads will probably be
receiving full reception by the fist
week in December on 820 AM with
the rest of the dorms soon to
follow.
I hope that the students of this
campus will use and listen to our
pomming, for it will offer
something that this campus sorely
communication.
lacks,
Communication between people,
with focus on and importance to
our lives here at the University.
Only with the cooperation of all,
can a true university-community
radio station exist. Remember, the
airwaves belong to all the people.
Norman Padin
Genera MaaeIWUSB

WUSB

i.

Gel

axea b.~
are
the here

Thefts Can Be Reduced
Depament, we looked specifically
at the problem of bugaHeM from

istances
have just cted reent
y could have been
where the b
the
aoded simply by m
door was locked and a n4ht chain
on the door. We would sugest that
eevone adopt the habit of ahways
locking their doors when they leave

esdene hall rooms. In the pat
nine days, there have been tieen

not one is gone ten minutes or ten

To the Eiditor:
We all share concerns about the
safety of persons andproper on
the campus. In analyzing the
repord to our
as
rious

in

reports given us on bI l
dor tores. Ninety per ent of
while the
0-Incdet took
thes
mpaint as sleeping, and their
dos left ulocked. People who are
w

caes,

gte

ms are, In most

wallets contg
ead credit cards.

Axhug

their e

em"

rooms. Whether or

hours, it's in your best ioteegt to

make swe your dos and wimdows
ae secured.

We would be happy to reeiwe
any

sugetonS

other pratial

g steps that ech one can
ea
take to protect their ow popery.
Joeqpb Pau KIable

many tpes of crm

ae not preventable, the

e

I
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Calendar of Events
photo by Phyllis Berman

By ROBERTA BORSELLA
and MERYL COHEN
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Photography Exhibit: Abraham Risnez, will
continue the entire week from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in SBU Gallery
Musical: George Gershwin Music Box in Roth
Quad presents "Jacques Brel is Alive, Well and
Living in Paris" Nov. 14, 18, 19, 20 and 21 at 8
p.m. Tickets are free but reservations should be
made by calling 246-7118.
Student Program: Harpo's Ice Cream Parlour is
now open everyday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
Fri. & Sat. night. Harpo's has all types of ice
cream dishes and cones, hot sandwiches, pinball,
a jukebox, cigarettes and free coffee. All at
Harpo Marx College basement and lounge.
Any,
Groups:
Conscienciousness
Women's
women interested in forming a conscience
raising group or participating in one, call and
leave your name at the Women's Center (or stop
by) 6-3540.
ID Card Distribution: To facilitate pick up of ID
cards by CED students and evening Grad
students the ID office will be open in the
evening during the week of Nov. 13. The hours
will be from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. on Monday
11/13 through Thursday, 11/17. This is in
addition to the regular office hours of 11 a.m. 3 p.m. daily. The office is in room 127,
Administration building. Students must show
proof of registration.
Diabetics Test: Free one minute test to detect
diabetes will be given Tuesday and Wednesday, 1
- 4 p.m. in Building F. For information call
6-7700.
Football: Tryouts for the intercollegiate football
tournament will be held on Tuesday and
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Apply in Billiards Center.
Play: The Slavic Cultural Center presents
"Tango" by Polish dramatist Mrozck (presented
in English). Runs thru November 19, 8:30 p.m.
at the Slavic Cultural Center, 709 Main St., Port
Jeff.
Films: "Ikiru"
and "Lower Depths," two
Japanese films directed by Akira Kurosawa as
Tuesdays flicks, 4 & 8 p.m. at SBU Auditorium.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Counseling: Draft counseling will be held every
Wednesday at 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in SBU 214.
Call: Burt 6-4538, or Dave 6-3713.
Rug Hooking Class: The Suffolk Museum Craf*
Program presents Rug Hooking Instruction with
instructor Jennifer Gottdiener. Five sessions
from November 15 - December 13, Wednesday
1-4 p.m. $35 registration fee. Call 751-0066,
Craft Coordinator of Suffolk Museum.

Soccer: Soccer game at N.Y. Tech, 2 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Film: Harpo Marx College presents "On The
Waterfront" in the main lounge at 9 p.m.

Football: Football Club vs. Manhattan at 2 p.m.
at athletic field. This is the final game of the
season.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Lecture: Dr. S. Regelson, of the Anthropology
Department, will speak on the Bagel in Social
Science-B in room 218 at 7:15 p.m.
Seminar: The Undergraduate Chemistry Society
presents Dr. James Alexander and Dr. Eugene
Premuzic of the Neyv York Ocean Science
Laboratory at 8:30 p.m. in the Chemistry
Lecture Hall. The topic will be "The
Organic-Metallic Chemistry of Sea Water."
Admission - free. Coffee will be served at 8:00
p.m. in the lobby.
Yoga: Meditation and discussion on Yoga every
Thursday by the Ananda Maya Yoga Society at
8 p.m., SBU 248. All welcome, FREE.
Film: CED film "The Gospel According to St.
Matthew" at 8:30 p.m., Lecture Hall 100.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Dancing: International Folk
studio in gymnasium, 8 p.m.

Dancing, dance

Seminar: Seminar Series in the Biological and
Medical sciences. This week the speaker will be
Professor
H.
Bentley Glass "Genetic
Engineering and Ethical Problems." There will
be an informal reception immediately after the
lecture in the main foyer of Surge. The lecture
will be at 3 p.m. in Lecture Hall 110.

COCA Film: "Sunday Bloody Sunday," 7 p.m.,
9:30 p.m. & midnight at Lecture Hall 100.

Lectures: SBU presents a series of lectures on
"Witchcraft, Voodoo, and Magic" on Wednesday
evenings - November 15, 29, December 6 from
9-11 p.m. in Union room 236 by Dr. Raymond
Buchland, High Priest of the N.Y. Coven of
Witches.

Symposium:
The Philosophy
Department
Symposium presents "Phenomenology and the
Natural Sciences" at 4 p.m. in the Philosophy
Conference Room, 249 in the Physics Building
The participants are Professor Majorie Grene,
Patrick A. Heelan and Richard Nanar.

Concert: SUNY sponsors a Baroque Oboe
Serenade at 4 p.m. at Sunwood - Old Field.

-
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Kiddie Matinee: Puppet show at 10:30 a.m.,
SBU auditorium. Admission fee $.50.

SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 19
Informal Concert: Potter McGrath in the SBU
Ballroom at 7 p.m.
COCA Film: presents "Beguiled"
Lecture Hall 100.

at 8 p.m. ir

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Lecture: Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, of the
American Museum of Natural History, will
present an illustrated lecture on "Tales of the
South Seas: Report on the Twelfth Pacific
Science Congress, Australia 1971, and an
Account of Experience en Route," at 8 p.m. in
room 111 of the Lecture Center. This lecture is
sponsored by Sigma XI and is free of charge.
Lecture: The Slavic Cultural Center of Port
Jefferson is sponsoring a lecture by Yugoslav
Cultural Attache Meaden Soic at 8:30 p.m. in
the Center's Port Jefferson office at 709 Main
Street. Mr. Soic, who spent five years in Peking,
will lecture on "Comparative Systems in China,
the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia," and will be
introduced by Nobel Professor C.N. Lang.
Lecture: The English Department Colloquim
will present Tom Maresca speaking on Epic
Literature at 4 p.m. in room 283 of the
Humanities Building.

